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ÖZET
[HUSSEIN Abdikadir Mohamed], [FEDERALISM IN AFRICA AND SOMALIA],
[Master’s Thesis, Ankara, [2017]
Bu makale bir kabile federalizmi olarak kendini saklayan ve federal bir sistem
içinde demokratik bir hükümet kurmaya çalışan Somali’deki federalizmi incelemeye
çalışmaktadır. Somali stratejik açıdan son derece tartışmalı bir bölge olan Afrika
boynuzunda bulunduğu için, çeyrek yüzyıldan daha fazla bir süre yaşanan bir iç savaş
nedeniyle harap olmuş durumdadır; bunun sonucundada çok sayıda Somali’lidiaspora
olarak yaşamak üzere ya komşu ülkelere ya da yurt dışına kaçarken nüfusun geri kalan
kısmı süregelen çatışmalar ve kıtlıklar nedeniyle perişan olmuştur. Somali’deFederalizm
anlaşmazlıkları artırdığı ve olumsuz yönleri olumlu yönlerinden daha fazla olduğu için
başarılması zor bir süreçtir. Somali halkı Somali’de federalizm veya bu politik sistemin
uygulanması konusundaaçık bir toplumsal bir anlayışa ya da mutabakata sahip değildir.
Devlet kurma süreci yerel halkın güvensizliği nedeniyle zorluk ve sıkıntılarla
doludur vedevletin önemli bir süre mevcut olmadığını varsayarsak bu anlaşılabilir bir
durumdur. Somali halkı uzun süredir merkezileşmiş ve aşırı derecede kontrollü bir
hükümet tarafından yönetildiği için, onların şimdi ademi merkeziyetçi (yerinden
yönetim) bir sisteme yönelmeleri ve dönüşmeleri de anlaşılabilir bir durumdur.
Eyaletlerin pek çoğu zaten bir şekilde veya başka bir şekilde kendi kendini
yönetmektedir ve bu nedenle belki de fiilen federal bir hükümet olarak görev yapmak
daha kolaydır. Federalizmin olumlu yönleri olmasına rağmen, fiilen bölünme ve merkezi
hükümet ile bölgesel yönetimler arasında güç ve yetkilerin paylaşılması konusunda farklı
görüşler vardır. Bu görüş farklılıkları Somali federal deneyimini potansiyel olarak
amacında

saptırabilecek

kabilbağlılıkları

öne

çıkarılarak

alevlendirilmektedir.

Somali’nin ve federal eyaletlerin bağımsız bir ülke olma iddiasında bulunması, federal
sistemin başarısı için iyiye işaret değildir. Bir millet olarak Somali’nin kurtulması,
yeniden kurulması ve inşası engellerle doludur ve hiç kimse federalizmin bu engelleri
azaltıp azaltamayacağı konusunda kesin bir düşünceye sahip değildir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Federalizm, Somali’de Federalizm, Afrika’da Federalizm,
Somali ve Kabileye Dayalı Federalizm.
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ABSTRACT
[HUSSEIN Abdikadir Mohamed], [FEDERALISM IN AFRICA AND SOMALIA],
[Master’s Thesis, Ankara, [2017]
This paper attempts to examine federalism in Somalia, which is masked as clan
federalism and the attempts at making a democratic government in a federal system. As
a country Somalia is situated in the horn of Africa located in a highly strategically
contested area. It has been devastated by civil war for more than a quarter of a century;
as a result a large number of Somalis have fled to neighboring countries or abroad living
as diasporas, whilst the rest of the population have been ravaged by ongoing conflicts
and famine. Federalism has had a rocky start in Somalia as it has raised debates and there
have been more negatives than positives. The Somali society does not have a clear
understanding or consensus on the concept of federalism in Somalia and the application
of this political system in Somalia.
The state building process has been fraught with difficulties due to the mistrust of
the local people which is understandable given that the state has been absent for a
considerable Time, As the Somali people have been under a centralized and heavily
controlled government for a long time it is understandable that they now turn to a
decentralized system. Most of the states were already self-governing in some form or
another, thus it is perhaps actually easier to function as a federal government. Despite the
positives for federalism it does not help that there are different opinions on the actual
division and sharing of powers between the central government and the regional
authorities. These differences of opinion have been exacerbated by the competing clan
alliances which could potentially derail the Somali federal experiment. The fact that
Somaliland which is one of the federal states stands by its claim of being an Independent
country does not bode well for the success of the federal system. The recovery,
reestablishment and rebuilding of Somalia as a nation is filled with obstacles and no one
is sure if federalism will alleviate the obstacles or if it indeed one of them.
Key wards: Federalism, Federalism in Somalia, Federalism in Africa, Somalia and
Clan Based Federalism.
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INTRODUCTION
The Federal governance system was finalized in Somalia on 20th August 2012,
after the mandate of the second Transitional Federal Government (TFG) which was
inaugurated in 2004 has finished. There are different types of federal system in the
word and every system is designed to solve specific problems of the particular
system that adopts it.1
The population of Somalia is estimated to be twelve to fifteen million; more or
less most of its populace is racial Somalis, 100% practice Shafi’i branch of Sunni
Islam, share the same language (Somalia), the same culture and the same race. One
would perhaps assume that in the light of the above facts and figures, Somalia would
be among the most united in the continent. Nevertheless, traditionally the residents of
Somalia have been known to share resources, solve conflicts and among other
matters, along a clan based system. Therefore, it would be sensible to state that the
current federal system in Somalia might have been in the making, decades
beforehand.
The notion of Federalism in Somalia has been on the table even before
independence 1960.2 There were two political groups present at the time of
Somalia’s struggle for independence. These were the Somali Youth League (SYL)
and the Hisbiya Dastuur Mustaqil (HDM). The two groups were supported by
different major tribes. However, the SYL had support of the majority of Somalia
nationals which enabled it rally the campaign for independence unequivocally.
Following independence, one of the major issues at the heart of the division between
the two main parts at the south Somalia (Somali Youth League and Hisbiya Dastuur
Mustaqil) at the time of drafting the constitution was whether Somalia should
became unitary or federal state. Federalism was favored by the HDM which drew its
support from the Digil and Mirifle clans who inhabit the agricultural futile areas

1

2

Aden
Hire,
Federalism
and
Somalia,
July
19,
2013
,
form,
https://www.hiiraan.com/op4/2013/july/30378/federalism_and_somalia.aspx, A.d. (20/12/2017)
HIPSInstitute, Federal Somalia: Not If but How, by Heritage Institute for Policy Studies, Policy
Brief,2015: Pg-1, from
http://www.heritageinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/HIPSBriefing-Federal-Somalia-ENG-3.pdf
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between the two rivers (Shabelle and Jubba). The idea of unitary state was adopted
by SYL which was supported by the pastorals tribes of darood, Hawiye and Dir. The
later clans combined accounted for over 70% of the Somali population, and were
dominant.3 On the other hands, for sometimes, the majority of Dir clan particularly
the Isaaq sub clan wanted Somalia to be a Federal system based on northern regions
and south regions.4
Throughout the 1960s, Somalia was a heavily centralized unitary state with
western oriented democratic flavor. There was a parliament which had 123 members
representing the two independent regions of Somalia, British Somaliland and Italian
Somaliland. The two regions united immediately upon gaining independence. The
parliament elected President, Aden Abdulle as the first post-independence president.5
On 15/10/1969 the democratically elected President of Somalia Abdirashid Ali
Sharma'arke was assassinated by his bodyguard. Five days later on his funeral day,
General Mohamed Siad Barre took over power through a successful bloodless
military coup. He ruled Somalia win iron (feast) from 1969 up to 1991 hand and
changed the name of the country to the Democratic Republic of Somalia. Barre
sought to consolidate power by predominantly appointing key posts to members that
were loyal to him. In addition to that, Barre pursued to nationalize all the critical
assets nationwide.6
On January 1991, the opposition groups who were against the military regime
managed to oust the Barre regime from power. This was followed by total
breakdown of law and order as well as total destruction of all state institutions.
However, the opposition failed to control the situation and build a new government
to replace the one they had abolished. The country slipped into chaos and instability
3

4

5

6

Annapurna Pandey, Somalia: History and Politics, updated: March 2005, Pg-2, from,
http://www.sjsu.edu/people/annapurna.pandey/courses/c1/s1/Somalia___History_and_Politics.pdf
Interview with Amb. Abdi Aynte, Former Minister of Planning and International Cooperation and
current Somali Ambassador to UK.
Human Rights Watch, Shell-Shocked, Civilians Under Siege in Mogadishu, Volume 19, No.
12(a) , August 2007:Pg-16
Somalia Independence Day: june, 30, 2016, from,
http://soomaaliyeeytoosoo.blogspot.com.tr/2016/06/somalia-independence-day.html,
A.d (12/02/2017)
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as the oppositions groups turned on each other, further complicating and prolonging
the civil conflict. As consequences the country disintegrated into regions based on
tribal lineage. The situation was worsened by a server drought that spread famine
throughout the country in unprecedented scale and the use of food security in the
conflict was introduced from the first time in Somalia. On the other hand, the various
opposition factions were fundamentally clan based.7 The combination of these
factors led to a catastrophic loss of human life large scale.
One of the boldest attempts to turn a new chapter in Somalia and end the
famine was the US’s Restore Hope intervention in 1992, which ended in failure on
October 1993. In the north, was ok the former British protectorate of Somaliland
declared its independence from the rest of Somalia in May 1991. During the civil
war, some regions enjoyed relative stability worked out by the local people,
demonstrating high level of responsibility of self-rule and loyalty to their country.
This is the case of the northeastern region of Puntland that declared it a selfgoverning state in 1998.8
Between Jan. 1991 and Aug. 2000, Somalia had no working government since
the overthrow of former President Said Barre. In 2000, a conference was held in
Arta, Djibouti. The outcome of the conference was the adoption of a 4.5 power
sharing system. This new system was inherently discriminatory to less capable tribes
while favoring the more dominant ones Daarod, Hawiye, Dir and Digil-Mirifle
represented the four major powers within the system. The remaining 0.5 was
reserved for other pretty much smaller tribes.9 A fragile parliament and a government

7

8

9

Mohamed Ibrahim Hassan Dahiye, Federalism And National Stability: The Case Of Somalia
1999 - 2013, a Research Project Submitted In Partial Fulfillment Of The Degree Of Master Of Arts
In International Conflict Management To The Institute Of Diplomacy And International
Studies(Idis), University Of Nairobi : September 2014: Pg-13
Security Situation In Somalia, Finnish Immigration Service, maahanmuuttovirasto: 2016: Pg-1,
From,
http://www.migri.fi/download/68429_Somalia_security_situation_April_2016.pdf?1ab8b360c55bd
488
Yusuf Abukar, is a former MP, Clan dominant seekers are scapegoating 4.5 for their failure,
January
28,
2016:
from,
https://www.hiiraan.com/op4/2016/jan/103825/clan_dominant_seekers_are_scapegoating_4_5_for
_their_failure.aspx, A.d (05/02/2017)
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were formed in 2000, but it expired in 2003 without establishing control over of the
country.
In 2004, Somalia officially adopted a federal system, a new transitional
parliament was instituted and it elected a president.10 The boundaries of the
constituting states and the agreements were officially depicted to be based on
regional factors. However, each of the constituting regions was dominated by a
single clan or twisted to suit a certain clan’s interest, meaning that in practice, the
federal system was clan based.
From August 2012, Somalia had two-level government—the Federal
Government of Somalia and the Regional Governments, which consists of Federal
Member States and local governments. President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud was
elected by the parliament the on 12 September 2012. By that, the transitional federal
government's mandate was terminated. Somalia was on cause from now onwards
with a new phase of normalizing its status as stable functioning state with a final
constitution. At the same time it is mandated to hold democratic one man one vote
election by 2016 as a federal republic.11
This type of Federal system divides the country into small parts of State
governments, such as (Somaliland, Punt-land, Gal-Mudug, Juba-land, Southwest
Somalia and Hir-Shabelle) and all of these State governments are clan based. At the
same time the clans who are dominating those areas are leaders of those inter-state
governments maintaining regional affairs, police and security forces. The regional
states formed the Federal Government of Somalia with the exception of Somaliland
since it broke away declaring self-determination in 1991.12

10

11

12

Black Hawk Down: SOMALIA, Pg-2, From
http://www.burlington.k12.il.us/vimages/shared/vnews/stories/529f3fcbf1366/Black%20Hawk%20
Down%20packet.pdf
A. Abukar, Somalia: A Brief Country Report, AWEPA International, Prins Hendrikkade 48-G
1012 AC Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2015:Pg-13
Interview with Amb. Abdi Aynte, Former Minister of Planning and International Cooperation and
current Somali Ambassador to UK.
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Federalism does not have a good track record in Africa. To date, there are only
three official Federal states in the whole continent of 54 nations. There is no single
factor that can be singled out as the bases for a need of a federal governance system.
Each federal system is unique and is a result at unique development. The US and the
champion of the EU (Germany) have a federal system.13
The objectives of my research will be focused deeply on mechanism of
federalism in Somalism and how interstate governments interact with the control
governments. We will explore if this governance system is better for Somalia than
the unitary system it has experienced before.

13

Michel Burgess, Director and Professor of Federal Studies University of Kent, Federalism in
Africa, An Essay on the Impacts of Cultural Diversity, Development and Democracy, The Federal
Idea a Quebec Think Tank on Federalism: January 2012: Pg-3
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THE RESEARCH QUESTION
My research questions regarding this topic will be the following questions:
1. What does federalism mean in Somalia?
2. Is Clan federalism the only solution that can restore stability in Somalia?
3. What type of federalism will fit Somalia?
4. Is unitary better than federalism?
5. Can a clan-based federal government really work in Somalia?
6. How do Somali people see Federalism in Somalia?

7

METHODOLOGY
The research will rely on qualitative research methodology. It will be based on
a case study that seeks to understand the situation of federalism in Somalia. This will
require exploring the theories that could be used as guidance to comprehend the
determiners or facts underlying federalism in Somalia, particularly the role of the
clans in the formation of regional state governments.
There are two possible approaches for information gathering about the
phenomena I would like to undertake. These are focusing on primary sources that
could provide first hand date and second resources that could be the sources of
second hand information. I will collect data by interviewing clan leaders, politicians
and former Somali army generals. The interviewees are key figures in the process of
State recovery and peace building in Somalia. At the same time they are leading
figures in the process of Federal State building. Among them is the former Somali
Ambassador to Pakistan, Turkey and Tunisia and former Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs of Somalia, former Prime Minster of Somali Transitional National
Government, former Minister of Ports and Sea Transport and Chairman of the
presidium of Somali peace building conferences at Mbagathi in 2004, whereby
Provisional Somali Constitution, the Federal System and the Somali Transitional
Federal Government was approved after this conference, former Federal Minister of
Interior and Federal Affairs and current member of parliament of Somalia, former
Minister of Planning and International Cooperation and current Somali Ambassador
to UK, former Minister of Energy and Water Resources and former Somali
Ambassador to Turkey and current Member of Parliament of Somalia, former
Minister of Tourism and Wildlife and current Member of Parliament “Upper House”
of Somalia, former Minister of State, Post & Telecom in Somalia, former Director of
department Europe and Americas in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Somali and
current Commercial Attaché in Washington DC with Ministry of Commerce and
Industry of Somalia and former Minister of Defense, Agriculture, Livestock,
Forestry-Range, & Environment & Regional Dev. United Nations Political Affairs
Officer for Somalia and current Somali Ambassador to Malaysia. Their names and
their titles are listed at the end of the thesis. I have tried to conduct face to face

8

interviews with the respondents but succeeded with only five of them, the other five
were by telephone. Everything was recorded, later drafted and translated to English. I
classified the information I retrieved from the respondents and distributed it to the
relevant chapters. I will also use secondary resources such as books, articles, journals
and newspapers.

9

LITERATURE REVIEW
The books that I have encountered in the course of my research can be
categorized into three main topics. Some of the books address and define federalism
in generally. Several of the authors delve into federalism in Africa specifically.
Others investigate the origins and nature of federalism in Somalia exclusively.
In a federal system of governance, political authority is decentralised with
regards to matters that concern a local area (state). The federal states are then unified
under a federal government.14 A number of African nations seem to have adopted
federalism as a system of governance. Federalism was first introduced in Africa
during or after the withdrawal of colonial powers. A number of African states have
incorporated federalism into their constitution while others can be deemed as having
adopted federalism informally.15
Federalism cannot be generalised as the developments that lead to it are unique
in any given region. However, there are some elements that can be found, more or
less, uniform universally. The larger states of the world in terms of territory and
population tend to be more inclined to federalism. Therefore, a number of the larger
states have adopted federalism. On the other hand, one can point to the case of the
United Arab Emirates which is a federal state. The population of the UAE is 9.4
million of which 1.4 are Emirati citizens. Aden Hire highlights the insignificance of
territorial size where division or distrust is rife. He mentions Dubai’s initial desire to
be a city state of its own prior to being persuaded by the British following ardent
negotiations. In the case of Somalia, it is evident the need for federalism stems from
deep rooted division much like the UAE despite the fact that the population is largely
homogenous.16

14

15

16

Jenna Bednar, The Political Science of Federalism, Department of Political Science, University
of Michigan, May 25, 2011, http://www-personal.umich.edu/~jbednar/WIP/annrev.pdf
Bjørn Møller, Pan-Africanism and federalism, Perspectives on Federalism, Vol. 2, issue 3,
2010, http://www.on-federalism.eu/attachments/004_Volume%202-Issue3%202010.pdf
Aden Hire, Federalism and Somalia, July 19, 2013 , form,
https://www.hiiraan.com/op4/2013/july/30378/federalism_and_somalia.aspx, A.d. (20/12/2017)
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Given that federalism was first introduced to the African continent by colonial
powers, it is inevitable that there will be some that will be worried of it. This
apprehension is further empowered in Somalia as federalism was introduced by the
neighbouring nations (historically hostile to Somalia). Elmi (2008) emphasises the
importance of ensuring that federalism is a locally welcomed marvel. Elmi advocates
for the active participation in the formation of the federal system by Somali
nationals, within Somalia and the Diaspora, to address the inherent distrust.17
I would like to address and examine the fundamental and principles of
federalism in Somalia. In doing so, I will explore the foundations of the formation of
the various federal states. Particular interest will be given to their role regarding the
challenges faced by the Federal Government of Somalia in light of the following
themes:
1. Clan Federalism
2. Regional States (frontline states)
3. International Community
4. Internal States (challenges within the federal states)

17

Omar Salad Elmi, Federalism and Decentralization - Options for Somalia, November 2008: Pg27-29, Nairobi, Kenya, http://www.somalitalk.com/2008/dec/22dec08.html
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FIRST CHAPTER
FEDERALISM AND ITS PRACTICES IN AFRICA
1.1 Historical Background of Federalism
Federalism is a system of government where powers and functions
of a government are divided by a constitution between a central government and subunits. Federalism is one of the several ways in which power between a federation and
its federal units may be shared. Federalism has strong appeal to countries that do not
have a homogenous cultural, racial, religious and ethnical distribution.
Federalism is also suited to countries where values like liberty and
representation are highly valued or there is a strong external threat that forces the
federating units to bind together. In such systems, National parties work to enhance
common bonds between people of diverse federating units and along with a strong
judicial system they serve to act as a gel holding the federation together.18
Federalism may be a piecemeal way of building a larger political
entity whereby in the final analysis a united world remains as the goal of the World
Federalist Movement Or it may be intended as a form of decentralization which is
meant to bring power to the people, through a devolution of authority from the
national level to a more local level or grass root level.
In this manner, Federalism in Africa has a negative picture, and its record of
progress is not clear while its disappointments are. For example, among the 54 states
in Africa only 3 have adopted federalism namely: Ethiopia, Nigeria and South
Africa. Despite that, federalism keeps on resounding
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As a component of a proceeding political talk about the idea of adopting a
federal system in numerous formally non-federal nations like; Somalia, Sudan and
the Democratic Republic of Congo in East Africa.19
1.1.1 General types of federalism
1.1.1.1 Dual federalism
This is a system where two levels of government operate separately and thus
the powers of the government are split between the federal and state levels in order to
preserve a balance between the two.20 This system of government naturally limits the
power of the national government because it gives states the ability to make their
own decisions and question the rulings of the national government. For example; in
countries like United State during the dual federalism period, the national
government was responsible for issues dealing with the nation, such as national
defense, building the economy and dealing with foreign policy. This made the states
to take over everything else including their own economic regulation, criminal law
and local matters.21
However, dual federalism came to an end in part due to the Civil War where
the Southern states believed that they should be able to make their own decisions
about important matters, including slavery. During this time the Northern states, did
not believe that the states should be given pure authority on such an important matter
and they also did not believe that the union of the states should be dissolved based on
this disagreement.
The Northern states felt that there should be a unifying single rule on the issue
and when the Great Depression occurred, people were in shock and in trouble. This
forced President Roosevelt to create the "New Deal" policies, which intruded upon
19
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people's lives in a way that the government had not previously done. From this time,
the

United

States dual

federalism government

became

a cooperative

federalism government.22
1.1.1.2 Cooperative federalism
This framework is also known as marble cake federalism. It suggests that the
federal and state governments share control similarly to determine normal issues and
it was common throughout the Great Depression, the Second World War, the Cold
War and up until the 1960s. During these testing times, the nation required the two
levels of government to cooperate. Lines between the two government powers are
obscured within this approach.23 It refers to a concept in which the federal
government, state governments and local governments, share responsibility in the
governance of the people they rule and thus, the national and state governments
became partners in exercising governmental authority or power of governance.24
1.1.1.3 Creative federalism
This is a concept of federalism in which national, state, and local governments
interact cooperatively and collectively to solve common problems, rather than
making policies separately. It allows the federal government to decide what the states
need, and then provide them with the resources.25
1.1.1.4 Progressive federalism
This is a type of federalism which supports state tailoring of federal regulations
in its areas, in effect, the federal government sets a benchmark with which the state
22
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has to comply to and the state can then choose if it wants to go further. Progressive
federalism provides states with greater control over issues previously reserved for the
federal government, such as environmental and consumer protection and it’s claimed
as a system used by the Obama administration.26
1.1.2 Differences between federalism and unitary systems
1.1.2.1 Federalism
A federation is defined as a compound polity with multiple levels of
government each with constitutionally grounded claims to some degree of
organizational autonomy and direct legal authority over its citizens. Therefore,
Federalism is a framework that makes a division of administering power and
legislation between the national government and the local government. Federations
change from a great degree of unified frameworks like the Italian framework to
imperceptibly incorporated ones simply like the Kingdom of Netherlands.27 A few
nations have "decentralized" government frameworks that come about because of the
merging of less sovereign states, like Switzerland. Others represent "devolutionary"
frameworks that outcome from the decentralization of countries that were once
unified in this case Belgium. There are "vertical" models like Federal Germany in
which government administrative or legal forces are vertically incorporated. Also,
there are "horizontal" models recently like the United States in which each level of
the state makes, executes, and arbitrates its own laws and regulations on an
individual premise.28
Additionally, there are significant varieties depending on a nation’s political
character and social make-up. A few frameworks are portrayed by profound ethnic,
linguistic or financial cleavages, like India. Some federations have generally
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consistent populaces; among them is the Federal Republic of Austria. A few
federations have parliamentary frameworks, like Spain, while others have a
presidential system, like Russia. A few nations are somehow democratic, like the
North American nations while others are a marginally tyrannical, in this case the
South American country of Venezuela.29
1.1.2.2 Unitary
In the technique of making unification (or working towards it) lawful
unification or harmonization of law in government structures there are a variety of
components that are normally at work. Such unifications can come into existence due
to the activities of the central government Also, from formal or non-formal
coordination among the portion units. It could also come additionally from non-state
characters drafting reiterations, standards, or model standards.30 In addition to that,
consistency with the universal law as well as worldwide support of unification aims
also play a vital role in this process.31
1.1.3 Unitary vs. federal
By differentiating, unification through willful coordination among the member
units' governing bodies, judiciaries or executives, assumes a noteworthy role just in a
couple of systems. Federal constitutions perform two separate capacities in such
manner and that is; through straightforwardly standard norms they build up a shared
exercise for the public sovereignty through the framework and through constitutions
which dispense power within a federal system thereby forwarding significant
lawmaking power to the center.32
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Different means and strategies for unification assume a particular auxiliary
role. Uniform elucidation by focal courts is still genuinely essential in numerous
systems, particularly where the focal judiciary has the power over the government as
well as member unit’s law. The national Reports recommend that the activity of this
focal lawmaking is the most widely recognized, critical and successful way to lawful
consistency.
1.2 Federalism in Africa
1.2.1 Historical waves of federalism in Africa
The late 1950s and the decade of the 1960s represented a distinct period of
imperial decolonization in Africa. In the mid-1960s federalism had a developing
interest as a sort of widely appealing methodology between the apparent furthest
points of a unitary centralism and straight up brake away actions. However, after
decades the joy and optimism had swung to cynicism as many African alliances
crumbled. The previous category identified with federal government structures inside
the state included; Nigeria, Kenya, Uganda and Zaire, while the last alluded to
elected relations between states, for example, French Cameroon and British Southern
Cameroons, Ethiopia and Eritrea, Senegal and the French Sudan, Tanganyika and
Zanzibar, and a mooted proposition for a semi elected course of action between
Ghana, Mali and Guinea.33
Federalism was upheld for a blend of thought processes by resistance compels
in Ghana, Zambia and Tanganyika, while a veritable host of plans surfaced for
interstate government relations in Senegambia, the East African Community (EAC)
and wider pan African plans. Generally, the federal thought is regularly used to ease
the pressures amongst unitary and diversities. In the African setting, intra-state
federalism was understood as the best way to oblige tribal, ethnic and semantic
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assorted qualities inside a solitary political framework. It had substantially less to do
with the natural liberal fair ideas of neighborhood self-rule, self-government and
power sharing and a great deal more to do with anticipating one-assemble oppression
and reflecting, articulating and ensuring the elected characteristics of a
heterogeneous society.34
The Kenyan federalists for instance needed to ensure ethnic as opposed to
ideological minorities. The Sudanese Southern Front (SF) tried to counteract Arab
administer instead of build up liberal vote based system. The Kabaka Yekka Party of
Uganda needed to ensure the survival of the Kingdom of Buganda as opposed to
show reliability to Western esteems, while the Nigerian Northern People's Congress
(NPC) and the Kenya African Democratic Union (KADU) partnership in Kenya were
distracted with the interests of in reverse ethnic gatherings and areas, not with
Western ideas of freedom. Besides, the affluent federalists in Katanga's
(CONAKAT), Nigeria's Action Group (AG) and the Tanganyika Federal
Independence Party (TFIP) each found in federalism a method for maintaining a
strategic distance from a redistribution of riches inside a unitary state. There were in
this way, an assortment of various thought processes amid the mid-1960s for needing
to embrace the government thought over the African landmass. The developing
example of motivators for needing to advance federalism was clear: it was on ethnic
and not institutional or ideological balanced governance; on ethnic self-manage as
opposed to popularity based self-government, and on the dismissal of one-tribe
administer as opposed to one-party run the show. The perfect was unquestionably the
government country yet not the elected popularity based country. While it was
normal to see federalism in the United States as to do to a great extent with
Madisonian ideas and phrasing in connection to the authenticity of differences in
every one of its structures, in Africa it was only engaged upon the ethnic-social
measurement of assorted qualities.35
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The ideal was certainly the federal nation but not necessarily the federal
democratic nation. While it was common to see federalism in the United States as to
do largely with Madisonian concepts and terminology in relation to the legitimacy of
diversity in all its forms, in Africa it was almost exclusively focused upon the ethniccultural dimension of diversity. And it is important to acknowledge here two key
factors about the appeal of federalism in Africa, which are both linked to the legacies
of empire. First, it is necessary to emphasize the complex collection of ethnic
identities across Africa left behind by the retreating imperial powers as they left
behind a colonial heritage of territorial boundaries that did not correspond to tribal
unity. They paid scant regard for the likely impact that their imperial rule would have
on the potential for future ethnic-cultural conflict.36
The post-war years of decolonization witnessed the struggle to build viable
nation-states combining different ethnic and tribal communities within the territorial
boundaries bequeathed by the retreating colonial powers. France was often seen as
the model nation-state and the French conception of federal union among its former
colonies (now francophone states) was widely construed as a means by which the
imperial power could retain control over them. Nonetheless, this model came to be
seen as a badge of modernity whereas primary ethnic and tribal identities were
regarded as synonymous with backwardness. It is clear that in the vast majority of
cases, the overriding assumption in African states was that ethnicity should not be
the basis for establishing political parties or institutions. Most African countries were
therefore preoccupied during the 1960s and 1970s with the twin processes of statebuilding and national integration.
In Early 1990s, there were only two federal countries in Africa, namely;
Nigeria and Comoros, and however, South Africa and Ethiopia seemed to have the
potential to join the club. Nigeria is Africa’s first federal country - Nigeria is also the
only African country that was already federal before gaining independence from the
colonial rule-which adopted a federal system in 1954, during the last years of British
rule in the country. The federal system was also maintained after gaining
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independence in 1960. However, the number of federal regional governments
increased over time through subsequent constitutions of 1960, 1963, 1979, 1989 and
1999 which made amendments both regarding the number of sub-units and their
rights guaranteed by constitutional provisions. The federal experience of Comoros, a
small country in the east coast of Africa which is composed of four islands is not a
much discussed subject in the federalism literature. The first federal constitution of
this country, having a population of below one million, was the 1978 Constitution
which was then replaced by the constitutions of 1992 and 2001.37
In 1964, the United Republic of Tanzania Act, was signed and is the only type
of federal systems between two parties (Tanganyika and Zanzibar), that survived till
today. However, its federal status is accepted to be a union –rather than a federation,
as her name implies-due to the special status of Zanzibar. Africa’s experience with
federalism is relatively new when compared with the old federations of the Western
countries as the Unites States, Switzerland, Canada and Australia. However, the
continent witnessed various other attempts of federal arrangements either between
two states or within a single state. 38
In 1991 Ethiopia adopted an ethnic-based federalism following the chronic
ethnic tensions among the various groups. This ethnic federal arrangement may be
asserted to have an influence on the eventual recognition of Eritrean independence
by Ethiopian government in 1993 after 30- years of civil war between the two parts
and appears to have the potential to be a model to other multi-ethnic states of Africa.
Although the federal character of Nigeria, Ethiopia and Comoros is explicitly
included in their constitutions and these countries describe their governmental
systems as federal, the status of other countries including South Africa and Tanzania
is open to debate. Following the end of the apartheid regime in 1994, the government
system of South Africa began to be considered by many students of federalism as
quasi-federal while the South African politicians avoid using the term federal on the
grounds that such a definition would reinforce another division in the country based
37
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on racial lines. However, although being “reluctant federalists”, there is reason to
believe that the government system in South Africa is unquestionably federal.39
A number of sub-Saharan African countries also had a federalism experience;
(Cameroon: 1961- 1972, Congo: 1960-1965, Kenya: 1963-1965, and Uganda: 19611966) while some of them currently debate to adopt federalism or a devolutionary
system of government. As is noted by Visser, some of the African countries already
have strong decentralization policies including Kenya, Uganda and Zimbabwe
(2010).40
In his Exploring Federalism, Elazar defined the African countries of Ghana,
Namibia, South Africa, Sudan, and Tanzania as countries which “are not formally
federal but have, in some way, introduced federal arrangements, principles, or
practices into their political systems". The reoccupation of the federalism debate in
Africa is likely to proceed within the following decades, however here, it should be
pointed out that one has to consider the adoption of such a devolved form of
government in Africa’s multi-ethnic countries as a part of the incomplete statebuilding processes in the continent. The promise of federalism for the countries in
the continent, therefore, will be examined together with the strengths or assumed
benefits of federalism as well as its deficiencies.41
Consequently federalism and democracy had to go hand-in-hand for federal
democracy to become a practical reality in Africa. Yet, as we have just seen, the
prospects for democracy were slim because the roots of Western style democracy
were shallow. The elemental forces of state-building, national integration, economic
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development, democratization and federalization made for a heady mix of challenges
to the post-colonial states. 42
Countries like Ethiopia had adopted an ethnic-based federalism in 1993 and it
is mainly this type of federalism which is offered by many academics as a role model
for Africa’s multi-ethnic societies. Among them, Mengisteab holds that Ethiopian
experience can be used as s strategy for successful state-building which would be of
relevance to other African countries where the federal idea would be revitalized. The
establishment of ethnic governments -in other words, using ethnicity to define local
jurisdictions- with a fair degree of autonomy is offered as the most desirable form of
organization for African societies.
It is also assumed that African states are naturally suited for the establishment
of federalism since ethnic groups associate with specific territories. Nations like
Ethiopia had spectacular times in its long history. Its old history has been boosted
with the discovery of Dinknesh which is known as Lucy by the outside world in
1974, it is the oldest remains of mankind and it’s as old as 3.2 million years. It is
likewise the sole African Nation that was never colonized.
The nation has heterogeneous societies, languages and religions. With the
growing number of diverse ethnic groups especially in the second half of the century
there have been confrontations between the two major ideas in Ethiopia i.e.
Ethiopian Patriotism and the ever-growing ethnic sentiments. Like Ethiopia, Sudan
attempted a federal framework twice. After the secession of the southern region of
the country and the declaration of the Republic of South Sudan in 2011, Sudan is
now accepted to be a federal country in transition.43
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In Nigeria, the inability of it to separate ethnicity from governance has made its
federalism to be designed based on ethnic diversity; designed by the colonialist and
followed by the emergent political leaders who prior to independence asserted
influence in each of the three major ethnic groups. Nigeria’s federalism is more or
less an asymmetric territorial association. This is because the country features one
part that is twice the size of the combination of the other two regions, both in land
mass and population which make it politically stronger. At independence in 1960,
Nigeria inherited a weak constitutional development oriented politics that
consolidated the hegemonic power of the three major ethnic groups, an unbalanced
federation and an institutional government that deprived most of the minorities off
their representation in the national government. Each of the three major ethnic
groups significantly enjoyed a considerable socio- political autonomy which
invariably became a source of conflict and instability.44
However, Nigerian federalism after independence has continued to suffer from
structural imbalance, where some states are either bigger or richer and even more
developed than others. This has been a source of natural conflict in the Nigerian
political system to date. For one thing, this has greatly reduced the basis of stability
and the point came where the weaknesses inherent in the system came to a crisis.
Ethnic identification and consciousness was strengthened by choosing regional and
administrative units which coincided with the three major ethnic groups (HausaFulani in the North, Yoruba in the West and Igbo in the East) though it
reflected the pre-colonial pattern of Nigeria but to the exclusion of the minority
groups. Exclusionism is a conscious domination of one ethnic group over and above
another. In Nigeria the most affected groups are the minority ethnic groups.
Inarguably, one can point out that ethnic consciousness has led to the exclusion of
one group or the other in the distribution of socio-political wealth, a situation that has
been the bane of national integration, hence the unstable, divisive and disintegrative
federal structure. Therefore, today Nigeria is sub-divided into six geo-political zones
namely; South West, South East, North West, North Central and North East, and its
plagued with multitudes of conflict stemming from the inability of the state to
44
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provide adequate socio-political and economic security for all ethnic groups and it is
made up of 36 states and 774 local government areas (LGA) with Abuja as the
federal capital.45
Currently, among the 54 states in Africa there are only three that are considered
to be functioning federal systems: Nigeria, Ethiopia and South Africa. The
Constitution of the Democratic Republic of the Congo makes a similar claim but this
is clearly at the moment more of an aspiration than a reality. Similarly, in war-torn
Somalia, the international community (which means largely the American forces)
refers to the recognized government as the ‘federal government’ but this also
currently remains a work in progress. Historically speaking, federalism has also been
evident in its interstate manifestation, albeit short-lived, as a regional organization in
both East and Central Africa, with recent efforts to reactivate the former based upon
the model of the European Union (EU). There is a recent interest on federalism in the
continent in-spite of the failures in the application of federal or devolutionary forms
of governments in African countries. However, in addition to the controversial issue
whether federalism has succeeded in Africa or not, the number of federal countries in
the continent is also contentious.46
1.2.2 Pan-Africanism and federalism
The most vital foundations of Pan-Africanism and its fundamental principles
can be trailed back to the nineteenth century. Among its vital segments is the specific
perusing of the past mixing it with a story of African exploitation as well as Africa’s
sublime history thereby furthering African Nations and their unity. In addition to
that, Pan-Africanism treasures history as shown by the concept “African
Renaissances “to which we will look into right away.47
The primary principle in pan-Africanism is the conviction that "Africans" make
up an important group. It is obviously, completely possible that ethnic, national and
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supra-national personalities in Africa might be concordantly in terms with each
other, however at times all these characters strife with each other and once in a while
the supra-national African personality gains the upper hand in the strife for
allegiance but notably when the Office holders are not concerned. A great deal and
more amiable sign of this "black ideology" has been the recognized commitment to
demonstrate solidarity with the remaining African states that had not yet attained
self-rule.48
With the fruitful attainment of self-rule of these nations from 1975 to 1994 it
turned out to be progressively misty with whom to demonstrate the solidarity spilling
out of the common personality. Unreasonably, the Pan-African philosophy could
now be misused to promote a "noli me tangere" or "hands off" stance towards any
non-African endeavors. However, its main goal was to help Africans against their
current leaders.49
The last component of Pan-Africanism is the common ambition of an "African
renaissance," which has been articulated on a few events by Nelson Mandela and
more engagingly by his successor Thabo Mbeki who likewise articulated Africanism
or more persuasively what has been marked as "Afrenaissance" by Ali Mazrui as an
exceptionally expansive and comprehensive idea, including numerous components
with which is hard to differ with. Among these components are majority rule system,
development, freedom, human rights, and others.50
For all its intrinsic imperfections and irregularities, Pan-Africanism has
nonetheless kept on moving and inspiring real approaches, first in the expansive PanAfrican movement and after that in the free African states and among other things is
that it has added to the development of universal associations committed to
coordination and integration. However, Pan-Africanism might be reprimanded for
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being logically pointless, as it has turned out to be more of a philosophy rather than a
political system.51
The expression "federalism" alludes to the fact that an agreement is commonly
the beginning stage for the merging of at least two political institutions. It is once in a
while mistaken for the term co federalism and as we shall see. The present politics
(in Africa) include a few cross breed types of governments, and additionally
confederations acting like alliances and vice versa. In a federal system, the
constituent units regularly keep separate their different lawmaking bodies and their
executives as well as their judiciaries. This entails two level structures.52
As all types of federalism constitute spatially characterized self-governments,
they entail a subdivision of the territories which may along these lines have great
importance without continually being clear and uncontroversial. Commonly,
overseas and defense policies are the privileges of the federal powers, while the
lower levels stay accountable for policy fields such as education and culture.
However, the exact division of obligations involves arrangements and is usually laid
out in a federal constitution. Dividing up provincial or regional units, amalgamating
formerly distinct territories or even changing of borders between them may for
example, greatly effect on who will be in the majority. Therefore, this leads to
gerrymandering in democracies. It might likewise influence the allocation of national
assets, even in systems where there is no democracy with components of "fiscal
federalism."53
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1.2.3 Types of federalism in Africa
1.2.3.1 Constitutional federalism
Firstly, nations like Nigeria have been a federation since attaining self-rule and
federalism has significantly served various needs keeping in mind that it (Nigeria) is
the most populated nation in Africa. Considering the differing ethnic and religious
qualities of Africa it is really astonishing that not more than a modest bunch of the
continent's states have settled on formal or constitutional federalism. For example in
the case of Nigeria, it might have effectively constrained ethnic and religious clashes
by allowing the minorities which make up the majorities in their particular states
broad self-sufficiency including the privilege of some states in the northern parts to
base their constitutions in light of the Islamic law.54
In addition to that, Constitutional federalism may likewise have filled in as a
rule for a probably more pleasant and fair appropriation of the nation's assets in line
with the population of the people of Africa. Also, Constitutional federalism may
likewise have enhanced Democracy by conveying governments nearer to the general
population.55
Secondly, the constitutional federal system of administration in Africa has not
possessed the capacity to forestall insurgencies in the southern parts of the nation,
particularly in the Niger since it didn't suffice in keeping off the endeavored
withdrawal by Biafra which likewise led to a monstrous humanitarian crisis between
(1967-70) periods. Nonetheless, Multi-national Ethiopia has been less inconsistently
federated than Nigeria, and it was first federated with Eritrea conforming to a UN
resolution. However, it at that point did away with the federalist period by merging
Eritrea. A Transitional Charter was embraced in 1991, in which the privilege to
withdraw was recognized (Micheau, 1996), after topple of the Dergue administration
in 1991. Ethiopia has been subdivided into districts named after majority ethnic
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entities and each of these districts have been given limited self-rule, the formal right
to withdraw from the federation and unequivocal number of seats in the national
parliament of Ethiopia.56
Thirdly, there has been one real referendum in Ethiopia, again not on
withdrawal, but rather about ethnic identities, when in 2001 the Siltie population
voted in favor of division from the Gurage ethnic group in which they had
beforehand been counted to be part of. However, the effect of this on remainder of
the nation was negligible, so one can't derive from this that the federal government
would permit a more essential piece of the nation to withdraw.57
On Then again, Ethiopia did indeed enable Eritrea to withdraw in 199458, even
though this left the nation land-locked. While the level of antagonistic vibe between
the two neighbors has been enormous to the point of full-scale war from 1998 to
2000, trailed by different proxy wars, none of these have been inspired by a yearning
to reincorporate the lost Eritrea. Similar to the instance of Nigeria, there is no chance
to get know whether the federal political administration has truly contained or
pacified ethnic strife, which has unquestionably not vanished especially to the extent
that ethnic Somalis and Oromo’s are concerned.59
Federalism in Tanzania only relates to relations between remainder of the
nation and Zanzibar, which was federated with the previous German settlement and
consequent British trust territory Tanganyika in 1964.Whether it would have been
surprisingly dreadful in a more centralized and unitary state stays dubious. The
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Government of the United Republic of Tanzania is a unitary republic comprising of
the Union Government and the Zanzibar Revolutionary Government.60
1.2.3.2 Informal
Africa has likewise been the bastion to a few de facto or informal federal
political allotments, each of them displaying specific elements with an unclear order.
However, each of the constituent entities, following the extended war of freedom
from the Portuguese, had been given self-rule in 1974, until to the point that in 1980
the two were adequately joined together and managed by a party existing in both
regions, established by the acclaimed Amilcar Cabral. Therefore, a coup on the
mainland dismissed the then ruling president, a Cape Verdean national, for a
Guinean, which incited a nationalist group of the party to split away, and form
another a new party which took control thus, guaranteeing existing autonomy in
Cape Verde.61
1.2.4 Perspective on federalism as regional integration theory
Federalism as a theory of regional integration is not as prominent as the
theories of neo-functionalism and liberal inter-governmentalism. The theory assumes
that an elite group is the main driving force behind integration. In this pluralist/civil
society approach, the role of national governments is disputed. Some authors claim
the presence of a pressure group, or the elite, to be most important in the integration
process; others argue that no cooperation takes place without a strong political
leadership pushing for it. Uniting these views, the fact is that some sort of common
ideology has to be present.62
Federalism as regional integration theory also assumes integration to be a
single event rather than a process; something also called the ‘big bang’ approach.
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Nation states agree on the creation of another level of government, to which a certain
amount of power and authority is shifted in the sense of constitutionalizing ‘federal
bargain’, which is believed to lead to the creation of a Federation, and Political
Union. Hence, utilizing a blend of neo-functionalist and federalism theory it gives an
apparatus while investigating the potential for regional integration. Not only just an
instrument to clarify what has already taken place but also Neo-functionalism would
caution off extensive enthuthsiasm. What resembles a clear instance of regional
integration process but with an overflow?63
However, it must be made clear that a single theory of federalism can hardly be
found, a characteristic that stems from the fact that many authors dealing with
federalism have connected it to specific cases or political projects. Some aspects and
assumptions of this theory can be found in several academic contributions to the
debate nonetheless. It is uncontested, e.g., that the Italian Altiero Spinelli was one of
the main actors in the aftermath of World War II to promote the idea of politically
united, federal European structure of government.64
In May 1948, The Hague Congress (or Congress of Europe) took place,
convening over

750

representatives

from

different

political

parties

and

organizations from Europe, and adopting several resolutions arguing for the creation
of European institutions and a common market. This congress is seen as having
given a boost to both the creation of the Council of Europe and the European
Movement concerning ideas of pushing for European integration.65
As Burgess defines federalism as a way of bringing together previously
separate, autonomous, or independent territorial units to constitute a new form of
union based upon principles that broadly speaking can be summarized in the dictum
‘unity in diversity. The notion of ‘unity in diversity’ is especially important when
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looking at international federal unions or organizations, as they differ from national
ones like Switzerland, the USA, or Germany.66
As Elazar adds to this definition and already points at a few factors that lead to
the creation of a federation. Federalism ought to be comprehended both in its
confined sense as intergovernmental relations and in its wider sense as the blend of
self-rule and shared authority through constitutionalized control partaking in a noncentralized premise.67 As Weiler agrees by stating that the EU was probably not
created with the goal of being a federation, and refers to the constitutional zing steps
that have taken place after its creation, like the establishment of direct effect and
supremacy of European law through the European Court of Justice (ECJ).68
A lot has been published about factors that play a role in the integration process
according to federalism, one of the main points being the desire for common
security. If nation states or their people feel (or rather fear) they cannot provide
security for themselves anymore, it might be a logical step to seek such security in
the union with other states. An example for this can be seen in the project of the
EDC, and the underlying idea behind creating European economic interdependency
in order to prevent further war after the experiences of World War I and II.69
1.2.5 African integration and federalism
The idea of Pan-Africanism has built up itself nearly as a foucauldian "regime
of truth" in Africa70, much likes Pan-Arabism as Michael Barnett portrayed71. Since a
unified Africa is something one can't be against with impunity. African leaders get
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themselves caught in a symbolic rivalry with each other over their Pan-African
qualifications, constraining them to frame their political goals and clearly pointing
the other way so as to lead to incremental strides towards the Pan-African ideal of
solidarity. The rest of the globe was likely shocked when the African Union (AU) at
its twelfth summit meeting in Addis Ababa in January 2009 chose to press ahead
with its plans of one African Government but a similar target was at that point
graphically shown on the front page of the African Union's website, demonstrating
the unique bits of an African puzzle joining up.72
The eve of self-rule for the main parts of Africa, i.e. the late 1950s and mid1960s, saw heated arguments about the fate of the previous colonial lands, to some
degree prodded by the different thoughts and plans put forward by the colonial
masters as noted above. Despite the fact that, the end results was that every region
was to be an autonomous state this was in no way fulfilled at the time. In these
arguments, the subject of federalism assumed fairly a significant role, yet more often
expressed in Pan-Africanism, i.e. the notion that "Africa must come together," in the
famous expressions of Kwame Nkrumah.73
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SECOND CHAPTER
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF SOMALIA
2.1 Brief History of Somalia
The Federal Republic of Somalia is a country situated in eastern Africa and it
forms cap of the Horn of Africa.74
Figure 1. Map of Africa and the Location of Somalia in that Map.

Sources: http://www.mapsland.com/africa/somalia/large-location-map-of-Somalia

Somalia is bordered by Ethiopia to the west, Djibouti to the northwest, Kenya
to the south, to the north and the Indian Ocean to the east, the Gulf of Aden. Somalia
mostly is flat and arid and barren and has two chief rivers, the Shebelle and the Juba.
Somalia has an area of 637,657km2, also it has the longest coastline in Africa,
connects to both the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean with a length of 3300 Km, which
is very important for trades from Middle East to the rest of the world.
Somalia climate is the main thing in much of Somali life, and it also has two
rainy seasons: the spring “GU” which starts in April to June and fall season “Dayr”
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October to November, also has two dry seasons: the winter “Jiialaal” which starts in
December to March and the summer “Xagaa” which starts in June to September.75
Figure 2. The Current Somalia Map.

Sources: http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/pictures/maps/somalia.html

Somali community consists of five main clan families, and those clan families
are: Darood, Hawiye, Dir, Rahanweyn and the other one is called ‘others’.76 Most of
Somalia’s population is pastoralists and agriculturalists or agro-pastoralists while a
small number of Somalis engage in fishing. The name of Somalia originally
generated from two Somali words of “SOO” and “MAAL” which means, “Go and
milk it” and it proves that Somalis were traditional nomadic pastoral society, who
kept camels, cattle, goats and sheep for both subsistence and commercial purpose.
Somalis ethnically and culturally, is one of the homogeneous countries in
Africa; they share same language (Somali Language), practice same religion which is
Shafi'i branch of Sunni Islam. Somalis belong to Afro-Asiatic family (Cushitic)
which is one of the three African primitive ethnic groups. For countless ages
Somalia has been exposed to international trade routes and ancient civilizations. The
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natural ports of Somalia on the Indian Ocean were also harboring maritime traders
from India and beyond. At the same time the red sea shores were heavily visited by
visitors from Arabian Peninsula and Persia.77
2.2 The Legacy of Colonial Era
The Nation of Somalia like so many other African states was the product of the
colonial legacy, Early contacts between the eastern regions of recent Somalia and the
pharos of Egypt has been traced. Trade relations ware established and it’s believed
that the region gained the Punt land during that era. From seventh to tenth century,
Arabs and Persians started trading posts along to the seashore of current Somalia.
The role of Ottoman Empire that existed in the Sultans of Zanzibar and northern sea
was also extended to over the southern parts of Somalia in the 16th century.78
In 1839, after the British soldiers occupied Aden, Somalia’s coastline became
their main source of food and charcoal. In 1862, French occupied Djibouti to
establish coal-mining station, and Italians settled in Eritrea.79
By the end of the 19th century in 1885, at the Berlin Conference the colonial
powers started to divide Somalia into five parts which is British Somaliland, French
Somaliland, Italian Somaliland, Northern Frontier District (NFD) and known as the
North Eastern Province in Kenya and Reserve area also known as western Somalia
which is currently under Ethiopia.80 In 1941, the British colony started occupying the
entire area that was under the Italian rule, and in 1950 the Italian colony returned to
serve as United Nations trustee for its former territory. These colonial rulers
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continued in many forms until two of these five parts gained their independence in
1960 and formed Somali republic.81
2.3 Nationalism and Greater Somalia
2.3.1 Nationalism
As mentioned before the regions inhabited predominantly by the Somalis
witnessed a race between international and regional colonial powers. At the turn of
19th century as the bitter race intensified Somalis in the entire horn region lost their
territories to France, Italy, Britain and Ethiopia. Furthermore some of the Somali
regions have changed hands several times between these powers without any
considerations for the needs of the Somali population. The Somalis were partitioned
in a way that no other country in the continent was partitioned. However the Somalis
responded in a unique way.82
Waves of nationalistic movements were quickly developed in all the regions
inhabited by the Somalis. Some of this movements resorted to armed struggle against
the invaders and colonial powers. The most notable was the armed movement of the
grand *Mujahid* Sayid Mohamed Abdullah Hassan, a prominent Islamic scholar,
poet and great fighter who started an armed movement and staged warfare against
British, Italian and Ethiopian powers from 1899 to 1921.
The Darawish movement resisted the military pressure of all these powers for
two decades until it was later subjugated by the British after the use of heavy
bombardments with war planes. As the military phase of the struggle faded away,
Pan-Somalism movement started gaining ground. This refers to the notion of
liberating all Somali inhabited territories and unifying them under one banner.83
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Political parties were the platform for spreading these ideas, Somali
nationalism as an ideology was instrumental in the struggle against the colonial
powers. In the northern parts of Somalia where the British ruled, the first organized
political organization, the Somali National League (SNL) was established in 1935. In
a similar action, the north eastern, the central and the southern parts of Italian
Somaliland saw the establishment of Somali Youth Club (SYC) in 1943. It was later
renamed Somali Youth League (SYL) in 1947 and became the most influential party
in Somalia. As the allies defeated Italy during Second World War in the horn region
the Somali territories of Ogaden and Italian Somaliland ended up in the hands of
Britain. This presented a golden opportunity for the idea of greater Somalia to be
realized on the ground.84
Britain on its turn opened-up to the idea as it held all Somali territories except
French Somaliland (Djibouti) and hopes to gain protectorate status for the territories
after the Second World War. Britain could not secure its interest on this issue in the
United Nations as many rivals including Italy, Ethiopia and France turned against it
on the international stages. Instead Italy was granted trusteeship in 1950 by the
United Nations while Italian Somaliland was assigned to supervise and administer
the territory for 10 years to prepare it for independence. The British left the Ogaden
region without preparing the inhabitants for the moment and Ethiopia seized the
opportunity to invade and capture it in 1946. However, the British retained the
control of the Northern Regions, British Somaliland and the Northern Frontier
Regions (NFD) now in Kenya.85
The calls for greater Somalia intensified as the Somalis struggled for liberating
their territories. The mounting pressure over the colonial powers resulted in the
independence of the northern parts and the southern region from Britain and Italy on
26th of June and July 1st 1960 respectively forming the Republic of Somalia.
The Republic of Somalia waged series of international diplomatic acts through
the African Union and the United Nations. This was the case when the first president
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of the Republic of Somalia addressed the inaugural meeting of the Organizations
African Union OAU in 1963. He addressed the congress Pan-African leaders
presenting the peculiar case of Somalia
"Unlike any other border problem in Africa the entire length of existing
boundaries, as imposed by colonialist, cut across the tradition pastures
of our nomadic population. The problem becomes unique when its
realized that no other nation in Africa finds its self totally divided along
the whole length of its border from its own people."86
In his speech, the president mentioned all border concerns held by Somalis
against Ethiopia Kenya and France. With regard to Ogaden he said:
"We shall simply summarize our stand on this matter by saying that
Ethiopia has taken possession of a large portion of Somalis territory
without the consent and against the wishes of the inhabitants". About
Kenya the president mentioned that "the Somali area administered by
Britain is known as the Northern Frontier District (NFD). Last October
when an impartial commission was charged with the ascertaining of the
view of the inhabitants living there, they found that 87% of them were
in favor of union with the Somali Republic, the people of that region
demonstrated that they emphatically do not consent to be governed
from Nairobi.87"
In this historical speech the president commented on the situation of the French
Somaliland by saying:
"We urge in particular, that the people of French Somaliland to be given
an opportunity to determine their own future freely without pressure or
intimidation."88
It's very clear from this speech of the first Somali Republic president after
independence that the issue of lost territories was a matter of national concern and it
was an issue on the front of the agenda of Somali foreign policy and every Somali
diplomat had to carry it to the regional and international arenas.89
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To the disappointment of the Somali Republic the OAU officials adopted a
resolution that was a landmark in border issues. The OAU charter of 1963 adopted
the maintenance of borders as inherited. The borders are unchangeable and any
dispute should be solved through mediation and peaceful means, this was the
message of the African summit on Somalia.90
As diplomacy failed to secure the right of Somali people in the lost territories a
cloud of mistrust and tension shaded the relationship between Somalia and its
neighbors Ethiopia and Kenya. This escalated and developed into a full scale war in
1964 in a fatal way. The hostilities ware later contained without any achievement of
the national goal of liberating the lost territories.
Throughout the 60’s and early seventies a laden tension relationship prevailed
between Somalia and Ethiopia. This paved the way for a renewed armed struggle that
reached its peak in the Ogaden war of 1977, during the reign of president Mohamed
Said Barre, the war captured the attention of the world during the cold war and the
horn of Africa became a battle ground between Somalia and a number of communist
regimes including Cuba, Southern Yemen and Libya. All these occurred under the
supervision of the Soviet Union.91
In the early of 1978 the Ethiopian armed force, reinforced by troops from Cuba
and using Soviet equipment, reclaimed the Ogaden region. The result is the mass
flight of a colossal number of Somali evacuees over the edges into Somalia. In the
aftermath of this extreme blow against Somalia guerrilla gatherings and tribe based
volunteer armies sponsored by Ethiopia are prepared in and around Somalia with the
objective of toppling Siad Barre’s administration. By 1988 the result is full-scale
war, achieving the defeat of Siad Barre in 1991. He pulls back to protect himself
inside his own clan locale, winding up being one warlord among various other
warlords in the nation. In 1991 the militias controlling the past British Somaliland
exacerbates the situation by articulating its opportunity as the republic of
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Somaliland.92 With the begin of the Somali Civil War, the vision of unifying the
different Somali regions of the Horn of Africa into a Greater Somalia was briefly
sidelined.
The administration of the secessionist region of Somaliland in north-western
Somalia has reliably endeavored to split far from the Somali Republic and propelled
an unsuccessful however relentless crusade to look for acknowledgment from
worldwide associations and nations. Somaliland additionally conflicted with
Puntland over control of the Sool and Sanaag areas. Despite the fact that there was
no central government and therefore no formal approach towards irredentism,
different local groups within the Ogaden region waged armed attacks on Ethiopian
troop’s between1993 and 2000. Could this be the end of the dream of greater
Somalia or a new wave of Somali nationalization will reappear in a different way?93
2.3.2. Greater Somalia
Greater Somalia is a term used by Pan-Somalism nationalist to refer to the
region located at the Horn of Africa and inhabited solely by ethnic Somalis people.
The region was invaded by Western colonial power from late 19 century and
changed hands between France, Britain and Italy after a bitter race.
These European colonizers divided the Somali nation/people into five regions
Italian Somaliland, British Somaliland, under direct colonial oppression French
Somaliland (Djibouti), (the annexed Ogaden and Haud regions) in Ethiopia and the
North Frontier Districts (NFD) in Kenya.94
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Figure 3. The Greater Somalia Map.

The former Republic of Somalia (Now Somali Federal Government) was trying
to liberate other missing regions to unite them under one nation. In 1977, PanSomalism led to war against Ethiopia over Ogaden Region, Somalia also as well as
backed the so-called Shifta rebels who waged guerilla war affair against Kenya from
1963-1969.95 Here is a brief presentation about them.
2.3.2.1 British Somaliland
British Somaliland was the northern part of the current Somalia. It was
colonized by the British and it bordered Italian Somaliland, Ethiopia and French
Somaliland. In between 1940 and 1941, the British Somaliland became part of Italian
East Africa. On May 1960 the British government announced and started to organize
and prepare to grant independence to the British Somaliland despite the fact that they
were expecting to unite it with the Italian Somaliland. On April 1960, the legislative
assembly of British Somaliland passed a resolution to unite with south Somalia
which was on cause for independence on 1st July 196096.
On June 26, 1960, the former British Somaliland protectorate briefly obtained
independence as the State of Somaliland, with the Trust Territory of Somalia
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following suit five days later. Later the same week, on July 1st 1960, the two
territories united as planned to form the Somali Republic. After the civil war broke
out in the country the British Somaliland declared their independence from the rest of
Somalia, but internationally it was still recognized as the part of Somalia.97
2.3.2.2 Italian Somaliland
Italian Somaliland from 1880’s-1936, Kingdom of Italy colonized the north
eastern and southern parts of present-day Somalia. In the 19th century this region was
ruled by the Somali Sultanates of Hobyo and the Majeerteen. Through various
treaties the region was later seized by the Italians.98 Italian Somaliland was bordered
by Kenya, Ethiopia, and British Somaliland. In 1936, the territory came under the
Italian Empire and it was included to Africa Orientale Italiana. This continued until
1941 during the Second World War.99 Then the Italian Somaliland came under the
British administration until 1949 and it later came under the United Nation’s
Trusteeship, "trust territory of Somalia, under Italian administration. In the 1960’s
the Italian Somaliland and British Somaliland joined together and formed
Democratic Republic of Somalia which is currently known as Somali Federal
Government.100
2.3.2.3 French Somaliland (Djibouti)
French Somaliland is currently a country which is located in the Horn of
Africa. It is known as Djibouti and it is also a republic government that is located in
eastern Africa. It was established between 1883 and 1887, after the ruling Somali and
Afar sultans signed the land away in various treaties with the French.101Djibouti was
under the French colony since 1862 to 1977 and it became independent. The French
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Somaliland bordered Eretria in the north, Ethiopia in the west and south, and former
British Somaliland in the southeast, and Gulf of Aden and Red Sea in the East.102
2.3.2.4 Ogaden
Ogaden is the current Somali Regional State in Ethiopia, but that name is not
an official name as it is also known as “Somali Galbeed” which means “Western
Somalia”. The region is around 200,000 Km2, and it has historically been primarily
inhabited by ethnic Somalis who are Muslims. It is bordered by Somalia, Kenya and
Djibouti. The region has relatively low population density and is inhabited solely by
ethnic Somalis. The region contains oil and gas resources but developing it is very
difficult due to the seeming endless of instability.103
2.3.2.5 Northern District Frontier (NFD)
The Northern Frontier District (NFD) currently is a part of Kenya which is
known as North Eastern Province, and its land area is 127,358.5Km2 and Garissa is
the capital city of that province. Northern Frontier District was part of Jubaland
before the British colony annexed to Kenya.104 Historically and still recently it is
populated by ethnic Somalis.105
Britain declare 26, June 1960, the day British Somaliland got its independence
and four days before uniting with Italian Somaliland that all regions inhabited by
Somalis in Eastern Africa should be re-united under one rule. Despite this clear cut
declaration and a clear result of an informal referendum showing over willingly that
at the people of Northern Frontier District (NFD) opted for joining the recently
independent Somalia, Britain granted Kenya the administration of this Somalian
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region,106 and the fact that the NFD was almost exclusively inhabited by ethnic
Somalis.107
2.4 State Collapse and Disintegration to Clan Based Regions (1991)
2.4.1 Somali civil war
From 1978 after a military coup attemptfailed, and in 1980s, various groups
rose to resist Barre’s rule, including the Somali Salvation Democratic Movement,
which had been created by members of the Majeerteen clan, the Somalia National
Movement (whose membership was made up primarily by the Isaaq clan), the United
Somali Congress (an instrument of the Hawiye clan), and the Somali Patriotic
Movement (Staffed mostly by Ogaden clan).108 On January 1991, the opposition
groups who were against the military regime managed to oust from power the Barre
regime, there was a total breakdown of law and order at the same time all the
institutions of the country were ground to ruins as they failed to control the situation
and to build new government. The country slipped into chaos and instability. The
opposition groups turned against each other as each leader wanted to be the president
of the country. Later on, after the country interred into stage of anarchy, the
international community including the US intervened militarily under the UN flag in
1993. The regional countries had also their share of attempts of bringing the warring
function together the attempts included Ethiopia, Djibouti, Yemen, Kenya and Egypt.
But all of these attends were fruitless.
The nation was divided as far as tribe heredity and support locales. A
staggering dry season and a following starvation presented nourishment security as a
wellspring of contention, and the faction framework assumed a noteworthy part in
the cataclysmic common war. While the hardship persisted in most of the countries,
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some regions were stabilized by their local communities; the inhabitants of these
regions have shown a good capacity of running their internal affairs and remaining at
the same time loyal citizen of Somalia.
2.4.2 Transitional National Government (TNG)
From 1991 when former president Said Barre was ousted until 2000, Somalia
had no formatting government. The delegates at Arta in Djibouti conferences 2000
adapted a system of power sharing based what became famous in Somalia politics as
4.5. The meaning the four major tribes of Somalia Dir, Darood, Hawiye and Digil &
Mirifle, the 0.5 is a collection of minority clans which are outnumbered and usually
marginauzed by this four major clans

parameter meaning major clans and half

minority clans.109 Ali Ismail Abdiger was one of the dignitaries of Arta conferences
Djibouti 2000. He was also the head of the presidium committee for the Mbagathi
conferences Kenya in 2004, where federalism was adopted as a system. He was a
member of parliament and became the Minister of Ports and Sea Transport. As an
activist and prominent politician who participated almost in all Somali peace
building conferences, he explains why 4.5 were seen as a solution for recovery in
Somalia. He said:
"In 2000, Somalis came together in Arta, Djibouti and agreed to a
power-sharing structure between four major clans and an umbrella of
smaller clans (4.5). The country has 18 provinces, 92 districts. The
majority of clans’ representatives, who attended the Arta conference,
believed that Mohamed Siyad Barre’s regime designed the existing
districts in favour of certain clans, and rejected any power-sharing
formula based on 18 regions. There were no political parties and there
was no consensus, on any formula for political establishment. The
delegates of the conference which were 2000 Somali citizens and the
international community reached an agreement based on generally
accepted estimates of four equal major clans and an umbrella of smaller
clans (0.5), the agreement also allocated 61 members of parliament for
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each of the four major clans and 31 members for the smaller clans, the
agreement finalized the parliament to be composed of 275 members."110
The Transitional National Government (TNG) was the first central government
of Somalia that was recognized by the international community, though its power
was beyond trivial territory, if any, it was void. Nevertheless, the mandate of the
fragile parliament that was formed expired in 2003 without much success. The TNG
was unable to provide basic social services. Ministers and legislators also often
expressed frustration at being shut out of the real decision-making process, and of
often receiving irregular and limited salaries. As such, Le Sage argues that the public
officials served more as symbols of the potential for a broad-based, national
government.111
2.4.3 Transitional Federal Government (TFG)
In late 2004, the Transitional National Government (TNG) was officially
replaced by the Transitional Federal Government of Somalia (TFG), and Somalia has
adopted a federal system. The TFG was formed as a result of mediation by the
Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD). The process lasted for two
years and was conducted in neighbouring Kenya. The conference started in 2002 at
Eldoret in Kenya and ended in 2004 at Mbagathi it was attended by over 2000
Somalis delegates from all scope of life irrespective of age and gender. It was also
attended by members of the international community as well as different
International Organizations and notably in attendance was the government that was
adopted in Arta Djibouti in 2000.In this vital meeting of Mbagathi, it was agreed
upon to form a committee made up of 5 members but based on the 4.5 clan system.
These members were:
1. Ali Ismail Abdiger
2. Abukar Abdi Osman (Mardadi)
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3. Asha Hagi Elmi
4. General Ismail Qasim Naji
5. Mohamoud Abdullahi Jama Sifir
This committee was headed by Hon Abdiger with whom I conducted a face t
face interview. He explained why Somalia adopts a federal system by saying:
“This conference had been moved from Eldrot to Mbaghati, in 2004,
where we a green on agreed constitution that laid foundation for the
current one, and formed the federal government. We were very
concerned that the country might disintegrate into clan fieldoms since
each clan moved to where they are dominant, and in some parts of the
country there were already states that declared independence. We
agreed to simplify the issue, and allow these tribes to form their own
administrations and remain members of a federal Somalia.”112
Kenya remained the main base for the TFG until June 2005, the majority of the
country was ruled by the Islamic Courts Union (ICU) and various warlords; it was
apparently clear that the TFG will have a very hard time to restore governance. The
capital was in the hands of the ICU except small pockets that were controlled by
warlords. By the time the TFG decided to relocate base of operations and governance
within Somalia, the capital and vast majority of urban areas was captured by the
ICU.

The TFG was supported militarily, financially and politically by the

international community and neighbouring nations. The Ethiopian Government
announced that they would be intervening in Somalia militarily to support the TFG
who it claimed was its ally and had asked for Ethiopia’s hand.113
The military intervention of neighbouring Ethiopia catalysed the demise of the
reputation of the government although the intervention bolstered its military
capability. This led to the raise of more extremist militias feeding on the public
resentment of the TFG and the Ethiopian forces. A notable militia was Al-Shabaab
who initially had the support of Somali nationals wherever they were as it its main
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goal then was to drive the Ethiopian forces out of Somalia.114 The TFG first settled in
Baidoa which is closer to the Ethiopian border than the Capital, Mogadishu. The
TFG consisted of an executive and a Transitional Federal Parliament (TFP). The TFP
held its first session in Baidoa in February 2006.115
2.4.4 Islamic Court Union (ICU)
After the fall of the Barre regime, some of the Somali population blamed the
adoption of Marxism as the course of all the ailments of the country. Amidst the
chaos and lawlessness, many were inspired to adopt their own solutions. Sheikh Ali
Dhere opened the first Islamic court in Mogadishu in 1993.116 In their early days, the
courts initially focused on petty crime and expanded in Northern Mogadishu.
Southern Mogadishu was still in the hands of warlords who did not give much
attention to any sort of order. Crime was very common and unhindered in southern
Mogadishu; in fact, it was sanctioned by those in power of the territory to advance
their own interests. On the other hand, the establishment of the Islamic courts in
northern Mogadishu resulted in significant decrease of petty crimes.
Some members of the ICU were hardliners and did not consider the
implications of their actions much. However, the leadership of the ICU was
predominantly moderate and had the support of the majority of Somali nationals.
The autonomous regions of northern Somalia (Somaliland and Puntland) were the
only regions that were not under the control of the ICU before the Ethiopian military
intervention.
2.4.5 Somali Federal Government (SFG)
The Somali parliament has elected President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud on
September 2012. This act terminated the Transitional federal government mandatory
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period, the new administration was assigned with the task of concluding a final
constitution and enhancing the country towards Democratic elections by 2016.117
On the 8th of February in 2017, Mohamed Abdullahi Farmajo, was inaugurated
as the new president of the Somali Federal Government and he promises
improvements but asks for patience as the country grapples with threats and a
humanitarian crisis. As the new president Farmajo was taking office through a
smooth handover ceremony, Al-Shabaab has fired rocked propel gurnade killing two
innocent citizen. A car bomb also explored in a busy market killing over 39 people
and wounding more than that.118 This shows the hard task the new president will
undertake. Additionally, it worth mentioning that the election of the president
Farmajo was welcomed with joys and applauds among the Somali population inside
and outside the country, the Somali people remember him for his courage and quick
response regarding tackling corruption and fighting the terrorist group Al-Shabaab
during the short period he served as prime minster in 2010-2011.
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THIRD CHAPTER
FEDERALISM IN SOMALIA
3.1 Federalism in Somalia General Overview
Federalism is a type of administration in which two or more self-governing
regions or states are in an agreement to outline and share a fundamental federal
government along with a constitutional structure whereby the central government
retains some supremacy. The members that are associated in the establishment of a
federal state are generally presupposed on a geological decentralization with
assurance for the autonomy of each division. National federal constitution classifies
and allocates control and functioning roles among the inner capital state and the
constituting states with the essential guaranties.119
Keeping in mind the true lay out of a federal system and its constituents, a
legitimate question would be how has it been applied or what is its current situation
in Somalia? The answer to this from the first glance is that it seems incomplete and
somehow based on tribal settings. The powers between the central and regional
government are also not clearly defined. This is a view held by the keeping former
Minister of Planning and International Cooperation and current Somali Ambassador
to UK, Amb. Abdi Aynte who states:
"We are still having its debates, and it doesn’t have a specific
definition. Even, the current constitution of the country doesn’t clearly
define how the central and regional governments share the authorities.
When we look into the federalism of Somalia, we see more of the tribal
power-sharing system, similar to that used by the current regional
governments and even the central government."120
On the other hand, one important question that comes in to the picture is, since
when did Somalia want to become a federal state? This is best answered by my
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respondent Hon. Abdirahman Mohamed Hussein (Odowa) former Federal Minister
of Interior and Federal Affairs and a current Member of Parliament on a face to face
interview on (12/04/2017) in Mogadishu. He explained:
"The view about Somalia to become a federal country is not a new one.
It existed before the independence era. When it became an independent
country in 1960, many people believed that it was in our best interest to
form a federal nation. Some people wanted a federal country, in which
the south and north shared the power equally. There were many
Somalis who desired the formation of a federal state, in which the
powers were shared based on the two dialects, Maay Tari and Maxaa
Tiri. There was a famous motto in the south “Federal Fadaane” which
means we want federal in Maay Somali dialect, but all those ambitions
did not materialize."121
Federalism was additionally the vision of 'Hisbiya Dastuur Mustaqil' (HDM) –
one of the pre-independence political parties of the state that started over sixty years
ago. It is likewise plausible and obvious that the Ethiopian government inspired the
Somali political parties during the civil war to take after their case.
Thus, the process of uniting and forming a federal entity in Somalia is still
underway though it is incomplete. However, some of the changes that have occurred
in this process are name change. The new name of the country became “The Federal
Republic of Somalia” a new constitution has been adopted to facilitate the federal
system. Collectively, with political security and stability, the Somali government is
driven politically to complete essential legitimate improvements, to achieve the
arrangements of the national institutions of the state and progressively construct the
federal establishments of the state government.122
3.2 The Concept of Federalism in Somalia Original and Current Situation
Federalism is an issue that has been prevalent since the mids of the 20th
Century until 1960. According to Mohamed H. Mukhtar, the politicians of the Digil
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and Mirifle clan which inhabits the south west of Somalia shined some light on the
issue of federalism in Somalia when they realized that the rights of their clan were
not best served by a unitary system.123 Therefore, in pursuit of justice and equality
the party that represented their clans put forward the idea of federal government
based on a fair constitution. Nonetheless, this was unpopular and a unitary model
was favored more by the other political parties. The Somali Youth League was the
main party that is responsible for a referendum of a unitary constitution to take
place.124
This party was one of the most powerful parties and its leaders were the most
influential political elites. A politician that supported the idea of federalism in
Somalia was Abdulkadir Zoppe, as Abdulrahman H. Jibril the current Minister of
Constitutional Affairs stated. Zoppe was a vital minister of Hizbia Dastur Mustaqil
Al-Somal (HDMS), and he helped to create a functioning government after
independence was achieved by Somalia. In more detail, another politician who had
the same views with regards to federalism was consequently murdered for it in
Mogadishu was Ustad Osman the leader of a political party called HDMS. Moreover,
concerning past events to do with HDMS, despite winning great electorally, the idea
for federalism was still forgotten for three decades.125
In the 1960’s although federalism was still quite an unpopular view, the Somali
unitary style of government evolved and got inspired from the more liberal western
democratic system.

This new style of system worked very well in the State

throughout the 60’s. However, other factors like corruption, tribalism and nepotism
came into play, all having a major role in the downfall of the new political system.
With discontent at an all-time high, more problems emerged for Somalia with its
economy also taking a turn for the worse. With the fall of the Barre regime – civil
war was rampant in Somali in 1991. Thereon, more discussions about the issue of
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federalism and whether unitary government was the right decision began. After
many conferences the issue was not resolved despite regional as well as international
interference for mediation.126
The search for a lasting solution for state recovery was underway throughout
the years of the civil war. The Transitional Federal Charter manifested in 2004
allowed for a commitment to explore another system other than a unitary government
system. The next course of action that took place was various Somali institutions
looking at various constitution models of other federal states and discussing their
merits and demerits. Political stabilization slowly became a reality for Somalia in
2000 after a successful conference at Djibouti. Many plans have been put into effect
to carry on this positive result, in the hope of ending the Somali conflict for good. An
initiative that was implemented is the assignment of roles within government such as
a Transitional President, Prime Minister and a Council of Ministers. With the
establishment of the Transitional Federal Institution of Governance in 2004 peace
was a realistic goal. 127
Furthermore, a Provisional Constitution that clarified Somalia was a sovereign
state and not a unitary but a multiparty federal structure was created. Nevertheless,
there are still disputes about the issue despite the clarity of the Provisional
Constitution on the position of the type of government the Somali state ought to
have. A strong opposition was brought up in the Djibouti Peace Conference in 2000,
although there is also speculation of nearby countries such as Ethiopia and Kenya in
support for Somalia to be a federal state. Because of this achievement, the
Transitional Federal Interim’s term of the office was extended until 2012 although it
was supposed to end in 2009. Further efforts have again been taken to reinstate the
Somali state, with its best interest at heart to try and gain stability for the nation.
From 2012 a new President Hassan Sheikh Mohamud was elected. This election
symbolized the realization of the efforts taken to accomplish peace in Somalia and it
is a memorable defining moment for the war-torn nation. The International
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community and the people of Somali watched the tranquil move towards a new
political period.128
The concept of federalism is a difficult notion because of the complications it
entails. There are debates on whether a federal system would work at all and if so,
why it is needed. In Somalia’s case, the idea of federalism is itself an issue – there is
a lack of understanding revolving around it which therefore makes it difficult to be
applied. So far the outcome regarding federalism in Somalia is raising tensions and
conflict between different factions. Factionalism takes place when there is political
stress and a lack of a stable government. By there without any consensus on what’s
best for the country and how power should share and wealth should be distributed,
federalism leads to marginalization of minorities. No guidelines were submitted
regarding the role of the federal government in Somali federal state building. This
disregard for coherence and basic principle is the reason for the chaos among the
political elite. Without these issues being solved, Somalia will not be able to rise and
prosper into a better nation.129
3.3 The Relationship between Clan Structure and Federalism in Somalia
In reality, Somalia became effectively a federal since the outbreak of the civil
war country. The people of Somalia shared power and resources through clan
structure. When the civil war started in 1991, the Northern provinces, with
grievances that they were victimized, declared independence from the rest of
Somalia and formed Somaliland. It is in reality dominated by one clan the Dir,
especially the sub-clan "Isaaq".
Many peace conferences held to unite Somalis, who had been segregated
between clans and regions, were not successful. Puntland was formed seven to eight
years after the outbreak of the civil war in between 1997-1998. Initially, it was
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named a regional administration, and later changed to a regional government. The
majority of its population is one clan Darood, especially the sub-clan “Majeerteen"
which is the Dominant of that regional state.130
On 07th September 2014, a new regional State was announced and it was
named the "South West State of Somalia". The capital city of that new state was
planned to be Barrawa which is on the Indian Ocean but they still work in Baidoa as
an interim Capital city. There are many tribes in this state but the dominant tribe is
Digil Mirifle, the president of the governor and most of the office holders in the state
obviously come from this clan. The rest of the clan gets their shares in the
administration according to their weight and presence in the region.
Jubaland State is the closest neighbor state to South West State. There have
been disagreements between the two States during their establishment, as the
majority clan in South West State was claiming that the provinces of Jubaland were
supposed to be part of it. But the majority clan of Jubaland, Darood especially the
Ogaden and Mareehan rejected that idea and opted to form their own state, Jubaland.
After a long period of political wrangle between the central government, South West
State and Jubaland politicians, the establishment of Jubaland State has seen the light
on 03th September 2013 with the domination of the Ogaden and Mareehan sub-clans
of Darood.131
The State of Gal-Mudug has undergone a long process during its establishment,
because of the clan composure. There have been many discussions and political
conferences at many levels. The Hawiye clan dominates the states although there are
many clans that live side by side without any conflicts. The design shows that this
state although multi clanism, but the dominant clan is Hawiye especially the
Habargidir sub clan.
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Hir-Shabelle is a much divided state regarding clan components. But it is
dominated by Hawiye tribe especially the Hawadle and Abgal sub clan which
equally dominates one province each. A compromise solution was reached when the
capital city was made the city of Jowhar which is mostly inhabited by Abgal while
the president or governor is from Hiiran province mostly claimed by Hawadle clan.
It is very clear from the pattern of federalism that it is designed through tribal
lines. It is apparent that the federal system is designed to suit the major tribes of
Somalia,the Dir, Darood, Hawiye and Digil Mirifle. The final federal states are two
states for Hawiye tribe (Gal-Mudug and Hir-Shabelle), two for Darood (Puntland and
Jubaland) one for Dir (Somaliland) and one for Digil Mirifle (South West). We
conclude from this clear pattern that the tribe or clan is the major determiner that
drives federalism in Somalia, whether is it external driver factor to weaken Somalia
or internal necessity for Somalia salvation is another issue. This view is expressed in
a similar way by Ambassador Abdi Aynte the former Minister of Planning and
International Cooperation and current Somali Ambassador to UK, and Abdirahman
Mohamed Hussein (Odowa) former Federal Minister of Interior and Federal Affairs
and a current Member of Parliament in this words Hon, (Odowa) explains that:
"The tribalism forced us to accept federalism. If we didn’t have the clan
system, we would not have been a federal country. The current federal
structure is based on regional governments, which were formed through
the clan power-sharing agreements. It’s not a bad idea. If we a peaceful
chose federal system over endless war and clans attacking each other.
We chose the people to lead their own internal affairs and remain
citizens who are share in the federal government."132
3.4 Somalia Federal State: Nature and Formation
Somalia has undergone several administrative changes since her independence
in 1960. The post-independence administrative regions were eight including the
Banaadir region of the capital city Mogadishu. During the rule of the military regime
several regions and communal reforms were made. By the time of state collapse in
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January 1991, the Democratic Republic of Somalia was composed of eighteen
administrative provinces and 92 Districts. As the country adopted a new federal
system of governance, which was institutionalized through the provisional
constitution, the federal republic of Somalia is particularly and officially divided into
six regional states namely Somaliland, Puntland Gal-Mudug, Juba land, South West
State and Hirsh belle.
Figure 4. Somali Federal States Map.

Sources: http://markodehaeck.free.fr/SO.htm

One of these regions although officially recognized by the central government
considers itself as self-determined independent entity calling itself the republic of
Somaliland. However, the International Community only recognizes one Somalia i.e.
the Federal Republic of Somalia.
3.4.1 Somaliland State of Somalia
Somaliland is a regional state that declared itself as independent state in 1991.
It is a region located in the north-west of Somalia133. Most countries do not recognize
its claimed sovereignty and consider it part of Somalia. Somaliland officials claim
that it is in fact internationally recognized by at least 35 countries. The superpowers
such as the USA, Great Britain, China and the Soviet Union are within this list.
However, a unionist Somali group from the north-west of Somali disagrees with
133
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these claims, citing that recognition only happened for diplomatic reasons but
records and documents’ showing such authenticity doesn’t exist. This state of
diplomatic recognition took place around the period they got their independence
from Britain on 26th of June 1960. 134
In contrast, documents that have been revealed show the United States refusing
to give a formal recognition statement for Somaliland as a state in 1960. The reason
behind this decision was that Somaliland having independence was not something
that they were able to achieve for themselves but only got because Great Britain
wanted it to unite with Italian Somaliland (southern Somalia) which was on course
with independence on 1st July 1960. Conversely, a congratulatory message was sent
out to Somaliland in 1960 by Secretary of State Christian Herter, which can be an
indication of them being recognized as a state. Regardless, this again can be
dismissed with USA only recognizing Somalia as a country when two of its lands
were united. In 1960, the president of the United States, Dwight Eisenhower sent out
his best wishes and congratulations to the then president of Somalia- Aden Abdullah
Osman Daar.135 This is further supported by how China too decided to acknowledge
Somalia as a republic.
All of this gives evidence of the international support for Somalia rather than
Somaliland thus; Somaliland didn’t have by its side any country of the international
community that gave it self-independence declaration acknowledgement. Another
point that supports this argument is how the Chinese government reiterated the 5-day
independence given to Somaliland (from Great Britain) was only to strengthen ties
with Italian Somaliland. The current Somali Government would prefer to recognize
Somaliland as a regional state within the Federal Republic of Somalia. There are
some political conflicts that turn violent at the moment within the Somaliland
communities. The five clans which reside in this region are always at a log ahead as
four of them are always unionist who prefers to be part of the ‘Federal Republic of
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Somalia’. In addition some sub clans of the Isaak clan (the mainly separatist
advocate) do not support cessation from Somalia.136
3.4.2 Puntland State of Somalia
Puntland the upper eastern region of Somalia had been perceived as the
Puntland State of Somalia since 1998. However, pre-colonial Somali human
civilizations did not show any authoritative government, contemporary plans and
detectably unmistakable universal borders across the country. The upper eastern
region had normal structures of government beginning from the late nineteenth
century to early twentieth century. The Sultanate of Majeerteen' (1901–1927), whose
region was composed of the present-day territories of Nugal and Bari, the Sultanate
of Mudug/Hobyo (1885–1925) and the Sultanate of eastern Sanag (1896–1925) were
examples of those structures. These Sultanates were moderately developed as far as
political and military levels are concerned especially when compared to modern day
state standards. They had authoritative military structures which provided security,
social welfare, and political strength. These were later destroyed by European powers
i.e. Italy (destroyed the first two) and Britain (destroyed the latter sultanate). Trade
wind business existed between the Sultanates and the Indian sub-mainland territories
and Arabian Gulf inhabitants. For instance, the sultanate exported domestic animals
and got imports in exchange of consumer goods. This flourished the Majeerteen
sultanate in the second half of the 19th century.137
The Italian and British triumph over the Sultanate in (1923-1927) smothered
the resistance and destroyed all political, economic and military structures. The
Italian fascists were harsher than the British, as reflected by the monetary procedures
they imposed in these territories. For instance, all import businesses were suspended
and coercively supplanted with Italian trade associations, which brought their goods
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from Italy and sent out table salt, frankincense, hides and skins and agrarian crops
(banana and cotton) to Italy through Mogadishu.138
At the time, Puntland had uncovered some measure of utilization to venture up
the steady and mindful advance of administration techniques and financial
modernization while taking the advantage of much worldwide sponsorship.139
3.4.3 Jubaland State of Somalia
This is a self-governing area in southern Somalia. The Jubaland State of
Somalia is located in the Southern border of Somalia neighboring the North East
province of Kenya (previously a territory of Jubaland). it comprises the Lower Juba,
Middle Juba and Gedo provinces and its capital city is Kismayu. The state gained its
name from the river Juba, one of the two main rivers in Somalia which flows through
all its 3 provinces. Throughout the middle Ages, the significant Somali Ajuran
Sultanate held influence over the terrain, pursued in turn by the Geledi Sultanate. As
of 1836 until 1861, some parts of Jubaland were ostensibly occupied by the Sultanate
of Muscat (now the capital city of Oman). They were afterwards included into the
British East Africa. In 1925, Jubaland was yielded to Italy, becoming a division of
Italian Somaliland. On 1st July 1960, the state, alongside the rest of British
Somaliland and Italian Somaliland, developed into the independent nation of
Somalia.140
Jubaland was afterwards a field of frequent battles throughout the civil war. At
some stage in 2006, Islamist militants achieved a total control over the region. A new
group commonly known as ‘Azania’ was formed in 2010. They were loyal to the
Transitional Federal Government and their main goal was to torch out the Islamist
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Militants. Three years later (2013) the ‘Juba Interim Administration’ was established
and legitimately recognized by the Somali Federal Government.141
3.4.4 South West State of Somalia
The territory was proposed to comprise of six Somali Provinces which were:
Bay, Lower Shebelle, and Lower Juba, Middle Juba, Bakool and Gedo regions. This
Proposal was an action to show the disagreement of the "RRA" (Rahanweyn
Resistant Army) with the promising Mogadishu-based 'Transitional National
Government' (TNG), and as a demonstration to restrict the influence of the 'Somalia
Reconciliation and Restoration Council' (SRRC) in those regions. These provinces
were scattered along these lines until its pioneer "Shatigadud" had joined the
Transitional Federal Government' in late 2004 becoming Minister of Finance in mid2005 in the Transitional Federal Government (TFG) which was the successor of
TNG.142
By 2013 there were two simultaneous proposals forwarded by two different
political groups operating for the establishment of South Western State of Somalia.
One was coordinated by the former of Parliament Speaker 'Sharif Hassan Sheik
Adan', who proposed a state composed of the Bakool, Bay and Lower Shebelle
provinces. The other one was coordinated by Madobe Nunow who was chosen by
some of the elders of the 'Digil Mirifle' clans and devotees of the six provinces state
proposal. The 'Interior and Federal Affairs Minister' 'Abdullahi Godah Barre'
determined in 2014 that the Somali government would not approve or recognize the
six-regions’ proposal, as it opposes an already existing Jubaland accord marked in
Addis Ababa between the interim Jubaland state in southern Somali and the Somali
federal government. The Jubaland accord determines that Jubaland's constituent
provinces of Lower Juba, Middle Juba and Gedo are a substitute to be administered
by the Jubaland state authorities.
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Speaking at the 425th meeting of the 'AU Peace and Security Council' towards
the end of March 2014, the UN Special Representative for Somalia Nicholas Kay
correspondingly indicated that he would constantly maintain to work unequivocally
with the EU, AU and IGAD to help the Somali federal government bring about a
decision on how to manage the southwestern areas. This was finalized by
establishing the South-Western State that comprise of Bay, Bakool and Lower
Shebelle provinces in 2014.143
3.4.5 Gal-Mudug State of Somalia
This is a self-governing region in central Somalia, to the north bordered by
Puntland, towards the west by Ethiopia and towards the south by the Hir-Shabelle
region of Somalia. The state contains the southern portion of Mudug province and
the whole Galgaduud area.144 However, as expressed by the CIA Fact book the
northern part of Mudug is a segment of Puntland. Galmudug considers itself to be a
self-supervising state inside the greater Federal Republic of Somalia as explained by
the Transitional Constitution of Somalia. As of April 2013, the central government
still couldn't seem to perceive this claim. The 49th article of the 'Provisional Federal
Constitution' which oversees the foundation of the 'Government of Republic of
Somalia's' constituent districts, expresses that "in view of a voluntary choice, at least
two areas may merge to form a Federal Member State". Since Gal-Mudug just
consolidates some portion of the approved Mudug area, the government’s Interior
Minister 'Abdikarim Guled’ prescribed the nearby Gal-Mudug foundations to
converge with different areas keeping in mind that the end goal is to form a state
with two or more districts and that will be in terms with the government’s conditions.
As Stated by the Prime Minister's central command, the Federal Government named
an administrative advisory group to coordinate the game plan of the new state. The
results of the marathonic meetings between the clan elders, the politicians, the civil
society groups and religious leaders were finalized with a landmark understanding in
Mogadishu to establish the Central State of Galmudug from the local self-declared
143
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administrations of Hameen and Heeb, the former Galmudug entity in Southern
Mudug and the Religious Sufi establishment of ‘Ahlu Sunnah Wal Jamah’

in

Galgaduud. On 30th July 2014 the official acknowledgment service for the new state
was publicly held at Villa Somalia Presidential compound and was presided over by
the president Hasan Sheikh Mohamud and

the Prime Minister Adiweli Sheikh

Ahmed. The representatives from the EU, AU, UN, IGAD, and AMISOM were
likewise in participation. Gal-Mudug's official status as a government state was
finished in 2014. The government confirmed that 'Gal-Mudug' met the necessities for
approved federal state status, as laid out in the Constitution145
The connection between Puntland and Gal-Mudug region that is to its north
have generally been shaky. The two regions have relentlessly made strides towards
improving their state relations. Eventually authorities of the two self-governing states
consented to an arrangement on February 2011 in the capital of Puntland (Garowe),
where the two governments formally consented to team up on safety efforts, financial
and social issues.146 An Agreement was jointly signed by Puntland and Gal-Mudug
authorities.
3.4.6 Hir-Shabelle State of Somalia
Hir-Shabelle State of Somalia is the last regional state of the federal
government that was formed. Its birth was on 16/10/2016. The new region is
composed of former Hiiraan province and Middle Shebelle provinces, which is in
compliance with the provisional constitution. This regional state is one of the major
contributors to the Somali agriculture and livestock as the River Shebelle one of the
two major rivers of Somalia flows through it. It is densely populated and harbors a
metropolitan mix of different clans. This has complicated the negotiations during the
establishment of the region and led to political wrangles between communities in a
lengthy period. But the dedication of the federal government, and full hearted
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engagement from the international community and the UN representative in Somalia
defused the tension and paved the way for the establishment of the region.147
3.5 Federalism and The Challenges of Governance in Somalia
The biggest challenge facing federalism in Somalia is that the laws defining the
powers of regional administrations and the federal government are not complete. It is
also not clear how the resources are shared between the states at the federal level.
This has been clearly put forward by the Hon. Ismail Abdiger with whom I
conducted a face to face interview on 08/04/2017. Hon. Abdigir was the former
Minister of Ports and Sea Transport and chairman of the *Presidium* Somali peace
building conferences at Mbagathi in 2004. He said:
"Somalia is one state, and the world considers it as one state, but the
regional administrations are always breaching the laws, and exercising
powers clearly designated for the federal government. They behave like
independent nations and sign agreements, which is against the
constitution and the governance system. It’s happening, because these
administrations were not formed in line with the federal constitution.
The federal government tolerates their acts to keep the country together.
If the central government tells them, what they are doing is wrongs then
disintegration of the nation is inevitable. We also did not agree the
limits of the federal government and regional administrations. The
federal system came before the central government".148
With this explanation by the experienced Mr. Abdiger in mind below are some
of the challenges facing federalism in Somalia:
3.5.1 Clan Federalism: Turning the Model to Clandestine Model
Nowadays Federalism has become a tool to weaken nation focused efforts
intended to revitalize state organizations, therefore, reinforcing the clan self-interests
set up in clan federalism. In the Somali Parliament and in the wider society, there are
147
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two separate camps: Federalists and Anti- federalists. In essence, the professed
federalists are in fact confederates that believe in separate self-governing elements of
a weak federal system. Somalia’s liability positions have always fallen on clan
boundaries and the formation of Jubaland has instigated a polarized type of clan
federalism. As a result, it inspired and provoked a response from ‘Digil and Mirifle’
clans as they initiated provincial administration recently declared in Baidoa
maintaining six regions, Lower & Middle Juba regions, Lower Shebelle, Bay,
Bakool, and Gedo which are provinces of the Juba Land State. There are existing
claims in the disputed borderline provinces of Sool and Sanag between Puntland
states of Somalia and Somaliland. That disputed region has at the present declared
itself as Khatumo state of Somalia which is autonomous from both combating state
governments.149
For the unjust role of clan components in the Somali politics and progress,
tension and strain are rising everywhere. In one case Somaliland is in a state of
military offensive in opposition to Khatumo as well as the Puntland States. Armed
forces of Gal-Mudug and Puntland states are in high vigilant alert for potential
conflict over the Galcaio airports. Certain sub-clans such as (Wacaysle) of Abgal
have come out in strong positions against south Mudug area and Galgaduud
Province. Whereas certain regions like Baidoa and Kismayu reconciliation
consultations collapsed at the time of the Mareehan clan convention held in
Garbaharey the capital city of the Province (Gedo).150
Clan federalism is far worse in terms of polarization and dividing the
nation than the existing four and half clans’ power sharing system, former clan-based
rebel movements, former military dictatorship, power hungry corrupted leader and
the rule of the terrorist militant group Al-Shabaab. This emboldens neighboring
countries with territorial ambitions. It also undervalues nationalism and citizenship,
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reveres clan identity, and increases the number of minorities and human rights
breaches in all regions.151
Luckily Somalia is honored with all coveted qualities - shared dialect, culture,
geology and religion all together for a dispersed democratic unitary strategy of
administration to enhance political cohesion. The trouble is to depict that the Somali
identity prevails over clan identity. The difficulty is also about how to manage the
abuse of clan identity, division, viciousness, injustice, segregation and misuse or
exploitation of political power. Just like any other crime, these transgressions and
sins potentially will increase with legitimate means and ways.152
The solution for clandestine federalist could be from the Central Government
to form federal states from a mixture of clans. As an example, the Jubaland and
South-West States managed to crossway clan positions and are inhabited by more
than one unconnected clans. The Federal State of Galmudug has the potential to unite
the old provinces of Galgaduud and Mudug, which may bring collectively diverse
Somali clans that have more in common than their linked clans in distant areas such
as Banaadir and Bosaso. A dream administration would unify what is left of Puntland
after Mudug connects with the Central State; The Northern regions of Awdal,
Northwest,

Togdher,

Sol

and

Sanag

could

form a

reorganized

Somaliland state. Essentially such a State may perhaps be the California of Somalia
and may engage in a leading role in Somali politics. This can also end the continuing
strife in these areas over imaginary borders inherited since the colonial periods or
recourses. As long as Somaliland clings to obsolete and fantasy colonial borders and
attempts to compel or force other clans to join its unrealistic separatist agenda by
coercion and as long as Puntland argues the Khatumo State districts by virtue of
kinship. It will be somehow hard if not impossible Somalia to attain stability and a
unity. Somaliland deals with a fresh dispute in the recent Awdal uprising, which has
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been building for an extended time because of unjust, undemocratic resource input
and different principles over Somali Unity.153
3.5.2 Regional states (frontline states)
The Frontlines States are Ethiopia, Kenya and Djibouti; these are the countries
that have interfered in Somalia’s conflict. This dates to 1991 with the civil war –
with these neighboring countries having a role in the internal affairs of the country.
Nonetheless, they have shown support for the nation in its agenda.154 Uluso puts
forward the view that the neighboring countries did want to implement a clan system
to further ruin Somalia, without taking into account any initiative to create a peaceful
government. The reason for Ethiopia doing this is that.155
This is also a view shared by Mr. Mohamed Abdi Yusuf who was 10th prime
minster (PM) of Somalia from 8 December 2003 - 3 November 2004. I conducted a
short face to face interview with Mr. Yusuf and he raised the same views on the issue
of frontline states. He said:
"Some of the neighboring countries’ foreign policies are designed to
keep Somalia a weak and a divided state. They believe that a united and
a strong Somalia is a threat to them. Some of these governments are
dealing with regional administrations and with federal governments
directly, and that is how they see serving their own interests. It’s a big
roadblock for the federal system in Somalia, also these countries had a
big role in manipulating Somalia to accept a federal system….and they
achieved their goals"156.
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Somalia challenges these countries on territory, such as the great disputes over
the Ogaden area with Ethiopia. There have been two major full-scale wars in 1964
and 1977-78 which consequently increased the animosity between the two countries.
This led to arming of opposition groups against each other until the collapse of the
two military regimes in both countries in 1991. Ethiopian armed forces executed
military incursions in Somalia multiple times after state collapse in the 90’s. This
was clearly a strategy in order to further deteriorate the Somali state and prevent its
rejuvenation. Ever since 1991, Ethiopia’s foreign policy has been geared to get rid of
any type of government in Somalia. (Placeholder2)157
Addis Ababa in the eyes of many Somalis is a figure that fuels the factionalism
in Somalia, thus preventing a functioning government. Ethiopia’s manipulation and
strategic thinking is usually demonstrated peace through taking control over peace
conferences. It has been disclosed by Hussein that Ethiopia played a pivotal role in
the selection of the Somali participants in conferences. This highlights how Ethiopia
by having an organizational part in such important conferences have deliberately set
out to sabotage Somalia by choosing warlords they could control to adhere to their
demands.158 Furthermore, Hussein reveals that these warlords indeed were selected
personally by Ethiopia. Thus, there foreign policy in relation to Somalia was to cap
their development. The Addis Ababa conference is a conference that led to TNG
(Transitional National Government) being established, this is an example of Ethiopia
using their influence for a positive outlook for Somalia.159 However, the results were
not so positive, despite actions being put into place such as the creation of a stronger
regional administration. In fact, the results have been so negative that clan
reconciliation in Somalia seems impossible. Subsequently, Ethiopians' (as well
Kenya’s, who’s agenda towards Somalia is too in their self-interest) interference has
caused the clans to be more powered.
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One of the most experienced and specialist in this matter is Hon. Abukar Abdi
Osman (Mardadi) the former Minister of Defense, Agriculture, Livestock, ForestryRange, & Environment & Regional Dev. United Nations Political Affairs Officer for
Somalia and current Somali Ambassador to Malaysia. In addition to that Mardadi
was part of committee that was tasked to bring salvation to Somalia (National
Salvation Council) in Sodera Conference Ethiopia in 1996. He was also a member of
Mbagathi Conference Council that was held in Kenya in 2004 where Somalia
adopted a federal system. Hon Abukar Abdi Osman (Mardadi) has been and still
aware of the ongoing issues within the Somali political arena. He witnessed the
chaotic political situations of the mid 1990s Hon.Mardadi explains that the seeds of
clan federalism were cultivated in the minds of some Somali warlords by Ethiopia
during the Sodere conference of 1996. He mentions the names of carefully chosen
committee for this purpose based on clan membership (Golaha Badbaada Qaranka):
1.

Hon. Abdullahi Yusuf Ahmed (former president of Somalia 2004-2009)

2.

Hon. Ali Mahdi Mohamed (former interim president of Somalia)

3.

Hon. Abdulkadir Mohamed Aden (Zobe)

4.

Hon. Abdullahi Sheikh Ismail

5.

Hon. Abukar Abdi Osman

6.

Hon. Osman Hassan Ali Ato

7.

Hon. Abdi Muse Mayow

8.

Hon. Omar Hagi Mohamed Massala

9.

Dr. Mohamed Ragis Mohamed,

10. Hon. Abdi Osman Farah
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11. Hon. Mohamed Sheikh Ahmed Gabyo
He categorically rejects the notion that federalism was adopted in Mbagathi
conferences in 2004. He insists instead that both the 4.5 clan’s power sharing system
and clan federalism were initiated by Ethiopia in Sodere in 1996. But since most
Somali people were against the idea and the warlords who attended this conferences
ware opposed by other warlords on the ground in Somalia Ethiopia opted for
implementing the idea unilaterally under the name of building blocks peace process,
Ethiopia initiated for the leaders of SSDF function to initiated Puntland sate of
Somalia in the Northeastern region in 1998. Hence there on things began to roll
through in a slow motion until the idea of federalism for Somalia was finalized by
the Ethiopia controlled conferences of Mbagathi in 2004.
They expected to imbue a powerless federal region that is adversary to the
proposition of a Greater Somalia". This tribe based federalism was coming into
existence through these externally held meetings outside of Somalia.160Feseha Shawl
was former the head of African Affairs division in the Ethiopian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs yielded that Ethiopia had earnestly pushed for Somali federalism since mid1990. In her words, Feseha stated that:
"The international community didn’t contribute to the adoption of
federal structure in Somalia. I can claim that Ethiopia with its friends in
Somalia have contributed to the establishment of federal structure in
Somalia. Thus, if there is an external help in pushing federalism in
Somalia it should be Ethiopia. But, he boldly refused to accept it was an
imposition rather than basically driven by the internal needs and
interests of Somali people."161
She further retains that the present allotment of clans in Somalia already leads
to clan federalism, particularly with the existence of Hawiye in the south-central and
greater Mogadishu areas, the major clans of Dir including Isak in the North, the Digil
and Mirifle in the South-Western provinces and the Darood connected both in North,
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North-East and Centre. There are also some portions of them in the south. She
further states that one in this way simply needs a glance at the Somali clans land
scope to acknowledge how federalism considering tribes can be suitable and
effortlessly practical in Somalia.162
In addition, Ethiopia plans to keep for endless ages the Somali domains under
its control and tries to increment unfathomable right of section of Somali ports by
consenting to arrangements with the clan elders on imbalanced stipulations. As
indicated by Feseha, Ethiopia sought after to incite Somali representatives to
acknowledge federalism amid Mbagathi peace conference. She admits that the
significant help came most importantly from Digil Mirifle, Dir and minority groups
in Somalia.163
The critics of overseas interference in Somali politics hypothesize that overseas
backed interest are the fundamental drivers of federalism in Somalia. Both Afyare
and Uluso have a similar conclusion that it will be less demanding for adversary
nearby nations to be accountable for minor regional states that are not politically
bound together. Uluso highlights that federalism is a plan meant to stop any move
towards nation reconciliation and to systematize social break down.164Hudda affirms
that with the goal for Somalia to remain fragmented, Ethiopia's main aim is to fortify
its hegemonic position and control position in the horn of Africa although with some
exaggeration, Ethiopia is mindful of a strong Somali central state.165
In relative terms, contrary to Ethiopia which in one way or the other seems to
have been forcefully pre-occupied with Somalia, the inspiration of Kenya and
Djibouti was not in that capacity vital.166Kenya has for a period appeared as bothered
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with Somalia’s endless seeming civil war.167 Its role has been of less significance
except for accommodation of Somali displaced people, winding up plainly still focus
for Somali irredentism.168
For numerous years Kenya was unexpectedly passive over the surge of
difficulties spilling into them from Somalia’s decades long conflicts. Contrasting
Ethiopia, which has a broad border with its neighbor Somalia and has a huge Somali
population, Kenya did not endeavor to interfere with or shape Somali political
developments to propel its own advantages or take part in cross border military o
(Placeholder1)perations against armed groups,169it had always sought after a
multilateral and non-interference policy of Intergovernmental Organization of the
Region (IGAD).170
In the wake of being to some degree lethargic for almost around 20 years about
the Somali crisis next door except for one lengthy conference in 2002-2004 Kenya
begun to meddle in Somalia in 2010 after a couple of attacks inside Kenya by the
terrorist militant group Al - Shabaab. In Sep 2012, Kenya assumed control over the
port city of Kismayu from Al-Shabaab after an unsuccessful exertion of false oceanic
cases,171 and illegal allotting of Somalia's waters. Kenya has endeavored to construct
a friendlier buffer zone along its borders with Somalia.172Nevertheless, Kenya has
also engaged in an unlawful entry into Somalia under the distortion of fighting
against terror groups.173
Kenneded argues that Kenya was neither endorsed by its parliament as required
by the Kenyan constitution nor by the African Union or the United Nations Security
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Council and along these lines, it was regrettable and ill feted from go.174In doing this,
Kenya is picking a Page from Ethiopia's "control" design in Somalia.175
The Republic of Kenya is never again seen as impartial in the case of Somalia.
It's viewed by many Somalis as a neighboring nation that intensifies the instability in
Somalia with an objective of in the long run seizing parts of Somalia. Kenya has
assumed a noteworthy part in the game plan of the formation of the Federal State of
Jubaland as its border with Somalia. It's deplorable when a nation like Kenya
engages in war crimes disguising it behind the numerous covers of: war on terror,
IGAD, AMISOM and directly meddles in Somalia's internal issues. This sort of
move will earnestly draw out reality on why once the previous President of Kenya
Daniel Arap Moi said that "a solid and prosperous Somalia will be a hazard to its
neighbors."176
Despite its size, Djibouti had a key impact in reestablishing the Somali state
after the 1991 fall. It also still has close ties with Somalia. Djibouti, like Ethiopia and
Kenya, is a state of irredentism. There is no true adversarial vibe among Somalia and
Djibouti. Djibouti is subjectively incredible to both Ethiopia and Kenya. The little
nation focused on Somali-state re-establishment by holding conferences that led to
the reconciliation between TNG in 2000 and the TFG and the umbrellas of ARS- an
opposition group including the Union of Islamic courts in August 2008.177It is
likewise worth specifying that Djibouti organized the first productive reconciliation
endeavor in July 1991, although undermined by warlords allied with Ethiopia. The
capital city of Djibouti benefits from the restoration of Somali State. Without a
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strong Somali state in the Horn of Africa, Djibouti is left to the authority of Ethiopia
and the bullying of Eritrea.178
In a discourse with VOA on December 28th of January 1, 2013, President
Ismail Omar Guelleh of Djibouti clearly put forward that tribe Federal system is a
poisonous substance in the Somali minds. He transparently articulated his
aggravation about the misused experience on federal clandestine systems rather than
on peace, reconciliation and state building. In his interview, President Ismail has
inferred that the neighboring nations have common views in the fight against AlShabaab yet differ from each other on whether to concentrate on a unitary state
building or federal governance system in Somalia.179
As Throup underlines, both Ethiopia and Kenya, the main voices in the
regional political arena and the IGAD would be more than pleased to see a
fragmented Somalia with five or six territories in a feeble federal system. None of
them wants to see a stable government in neither Mogadishu nor a genuine Islamist
group. Both nations, notwithstanding, need expanded solidness along their
inhabitants and are quick to work with Somali intermediaries to set up a more
dominance and quiet circumstance along their borders.180
As Mohamud contends that the balkanization of Somalia into downsized states
has the potential qualification to begin another round of more conflicts. These
countries are fearful that a strong Somalia could mix up political savagery in their
own sensitive and ethnically complex social requests. Somalia's neighbors pursue an
open way to propel the fragmentation of Somalia into weaker and separate
government enclaves. A weaker Somali State with endless substances will beyond
question make it an easy prey for neighboring states and International organizations
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and they could secure great control of Somalia's huge untapped assets and long
coastline.181Moreover, he underscored that:
“By supporting regional actors inside Somalia, instead of supporting the
federal authorities, the international community is contributing to the
centrifugal forces that keep the country weak, violent, and in a
prolonged humanitarian crisis.”
He attests that a government without a strong relationship will never have the
capacity to get away from its issues.182
The Ethiopian and Kenyan attitudes are mainly shaped by the Somali
irredentism which lights up to some degree their course of action towards Somalia
even to this date. Seen from Nairobi or more stunningly from Addis Ababa, the best
Somalia is one that is solid and sufficiently firm to accommodate its inhabitants as
both countries know for sure that they will end up as refugees on their borders. Both
countries also prefer a government that will stay in power only through assistance i.e.
an authority that cannot go forward without their help.183
3.5.3 International community
Over the past two decades, distracted with the ramifications of a 'failed state'
the International Community has tried to “stabilize” Somalia by creating a central
government, however, there have been differences on the nature of the system that
should be adopted in Somalia - Hussein (2012) contends that the International
community more concerned with its own interests and security has been obliged to
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support the Ethiopian and Kenyan goals, regardless of the possibility that Somalia
will be more balkanized.184
Additionally, as indicated by Mohamoud the international community
disagrees on which system of governance that should be applied in Somalia.185As
Kaplan contends that past endeavors to help reconstitute the Somali state have
capsized because they have been driven by the International Community's timetable,
as opposed to by the reality in Somalia, yet, Somalia's global accomplices seem to be
hooked to a great extent to the past i.e. their proceeded concentration on countering
terror groups and extremism has twisted Somalia's state building venture.186
The European Union also plays vital roles in the Somali Political Affairs. The
Union is contributing to the formation of a tranquil, stable and democratic Somalia. It
likewise triggers sustainable development and tries to uproot the causes of theft. The
EU has reliably pursuing an intensive approach based on an active reinforcement to
the political procedures and an enhanced aid development.187 The EU contributes
through African Public Security Facility (APF) to the AMISOM, which plays an
imperative part in securing the nation. The APF has funded AMSIOM since the first
stage of the mission in 2007. The EU is worried about the effect of piracy on Somali
waters and on Universal Oceanic Security. The EU has taken a paradigm shift of
broader character in terms of helping the Somali Administration after the end of the
transitional period in 2012.Since then, the Union had constant engagement and
dialogue particularly with the leaders and in general with the people of Somalia.
The US as a member of the International Community plays a significant role
individually in the politics of Somalia. The engagement of USA begun in the early
1990s with an ambitious program of restoring hope in Somalia but unfortunately the
outcome was disastrous and barren if not counterproductive. The predominant
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motive for the US engagement is believed to be ensuring its National Security. With
the conspicuous failure to stop the expansion of religious extremists in Somalia
compounded by foreign elements returning from warfare in Iraq and Afghanistan
USA slowly moved its backup from the TFG in 2005. All its support was shifted
towards an alliance of warlords particularly in Mogadishu named Somali
Reconciliation and Restoration Council (SRRC) tasked with apprehending the radical
Islamist members around Mogadishu. The move was counterproductive and led to
the rise of Islamic Courts which dominated South and Central Somalia including the
Capital Mogadishu 188
As indicated by Møller the US political authorities had prioritized Somalia on
the war on terror particularly with the Bush Administration. The basic Assumption of
Moller in such manner was the expectation that Somalia will be a heaven for
terrorists thus; the US needed to help the Somali government. As indicated by David
Shin, since 2010 the US government has articulated and sought after the "dual rails
approach” in Somalia. This approach was bound for supporting simultaneously the
central government in Mogadishu, Somaliland, Puntland and other emerging entities
in Somalia.189 Hussein argues that the dual track policy more damagingly boosts the
regional authorities such as Somaliland and Puntland thereby driving them towards
their quest of claiming sovereignty.190
Moreover, Elmi argues that the dual track policy inadvertently strengthens clan
divisions, undermines inclusive democracy and most significantly it creates a
conducive environment for the return of controlled chaos in the country. Besides,
Balthasar maintains that although the 'dual track' policy has its own benefits, it is also
a way in which the International Community has contributed to an extent in giving
the regional states a leading role to establish themselves without the consent of the
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Central Government.191 Ironically, while Western powers publicly announce to the
world that they firmly recognize and respect Somalia’s national unity and territorial
integrity they at the same time give approval to acts that accelerate the balkanization
of the Somali State. An example of this is their direct dealings with the breakaway
region of Somaliland and the semi-autonomous region of Puntland equally if not
preferable to the Somali Federal Government.192 Uluso (2014) argues that it is tragic
to concede that the procedure for conceiving tribe federalism in Somalia as fait
accompli will proceed because the International community wants it to occur. The
priority of the African Union to qualify for a relevant regional organization for global
surety cooperation outweighed its principal responsibility to protect the unity,
territorial integrity, sovereignty, dignity and long term interests of the people of wartorn Somalia.193
For over 2 decades, Somalis and non-Somalis alike, have questioned–and
critiqued–about the external interferences in Somalia's internal affairs.Besides the
external factors, Somali leaders are to be blamed when they invited external actors to
take part in their internal controversies. For the sake of their own stability the
neighboring nations of Ethiopia, Kenya and Djibouti and the wider International
Community need to agree on a coherent and constructive strategy for Somalia.
According to Menkhaus the more organic the system of governance is in Somalia,
the more likely it is to survive and develop despite the challenging environment that
Somalia poses for state revival.194
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3.5.4 Internal states
The relationship of the Somali Federal Government is highly hampered by
challenges posed by its intra member states. These challenges could be summarized
in the following points.
3.5.4.1 Separatist aspirations
This is one of the major obstacles of the Federal State of Somalia. An example
of this is Somaliland. The federal government of Somalia would prefer to recognize
this "breakaway region” as a member of internal federal state. The region has been
enjoying high standard of political stability from 1996 after settling the political
differences through genuine peace building process between the warring clans
brokered by the grand assembly of their elder (Guurti). But there are some challenges
facing the self-style breakaway state such as unionist’s provinces which are rejecting
the notion of independence from Somalia. This political wrangle has turned on
several occasions to armed conflicts.195
3.5.4.2 Border disputes between the new internal states
Above the mistrust and animosity between the separatist and unionist in
Somaliland, there are several internal states that are at log a head due to border
disputes. The internal states did not come in to existences through mutual
understanding among the inhabitance of the provinces, neither was it formed by the
central government through constitution arrangement. Some of them (Puntland and
Gal-mudug) ware established before Somalia adopted a federal system. Therefore,
there is a lot of rivalry between these states. As an example, Puntland claims it is
composed of five provinces (Mudug, Nugaal, Bari, Sool and Sanaag) at the same
time Somaliland refutes this claim since Sool and Sanaag provinces historically have
been part of Somaliland. The fact that the majority of the population are from Darood
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clan who share blood kingship with Puntland does not legitimize the claims of
Puntland on Sool and Sanag Provinces.196
The capital city of Somalia Mogadishu which is densely populated and
predominantly inhabited by Hawiye clan is another contested region. Would it be
considered an internal federal state with its 17 districts while confining the
presidential area as a unitary capital city? More surprisingly some of the districts of
the capital city is claimed by the newly formed state of Hir-Shabelle. On the other
hand, Gal-Mudug is not recognized as internal federal state by neighboring Puntland
Sate. It considers it an illegitimate state since it comprises only one and a half
provinces (Galgadud and Southern Mudug).197 This is a clear violation-Puntland
protest to the provisional constitution which prescribes two and more provinces as a
pre-condition for the formation of an internal federal member state.
The unforgiveable mistake committed by the leaders of these two internal
states (Puntland and Gal-mudug) is dividing the capital city of Mudug province
Galcaio to north and south. A heavily guarded green line that separates the residents
of the city which makes the enmity of the clans of states persistent could be
considered a criminal act according to the constitution of the federal government.
The constitution guarantees for every Somali citizen to work, reside and serve at any
place of the Somalian Soil.198
As our respondent Hon. Ali Ismail Abdiger who was the Chairman of the
Somali Peace building conferences Presidium at Mbagathi in 2004 and former
Minister of Ports and Marine Transport declared the implementation of the Federal
system has led to separation of communities, division of provinces and instigated
warring affairs between many provinces. Clear examples are Mudug, Sool, and
Sanag where Somaliland Puntland and Gal-mudug are in full confrontation.
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3.5.4.3 Poor relationship between the central government and internal regional
states
Firstly, there is lack of knowledge about the essence of federalism and
misperception about the relationship between the center and periphery. Some leaders
of the internal states usually conduct international contacts without having any
permission from the weak federal government. They perceive themselves as equal to
the central government and call themselves presidents. They conduct parallel
activities as visiting neighboring countries and are received by the presidents of these
countries with red carpets. These issues are a source of friction between Somalia and
her neighbors. At the same time it seems that the banners of their internal states are
more precious or valuable than the Somali flag. The inhabitants of each state are
nurtured with them being superior above the others, a mater that creates hatred
among the citizens, degrades the social cohesion and undermines national pride. 199
On the other hand there could be specific reason for the poor relationship or
communication breakdown, for example Somaliland denounces any communication
with the central government since she perceives herself as an independent country.
Puntland State demands a special status as she sees herself as the founding father of
the federal system. There was complete communication collapse between the central
government and the Juba-land State during the reign of President Hassan Sheikh
Mohamoud (2012-2017). The central government accused Juba-Land of being
created and backed by neighboring Ethiopia and Kenya to breach the sovereignty of
Somalia. The situation is brought under control after the intensive negotiations in
Addis Ababa.200
The political confusion is caused by lack of clear constitution in terms of
defining the rights, obligations, power sharing and resource distribution between the
internal states and central government. It seems that federalism is imposed on the
Somali people without preparing public opinion through deep discussions and
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thorough debates. The model has not only created confusion among the political
elites but also led to tension and conflicts in all over the country.
Finally, the internal states leadership is mainly accused of dictatorship style of
governance. They use corruption as their main political survival method. Power and
the scarce resources are misused and often remain in the hands of few elites.
Whatever reasons that caused the Somali people to embark from Unitary Centralized
Government is highly practiced by the internal state government. This position is
strongly held by our respondent Amb. Mohamed Mursal Sheikh Abdirahman and
expressed his disappointment and frustration about the implementation of federalism
in Somalia.201
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CONCLUSION
The notion of federalism in Somalia is not something new to the people of
Somalia since its talks date back to pre-independence, though the key discussion and
ideas for it came as a product of the civil war in the 1990s. Previous governments
before the Federal Government of Somalia (FGS) were not successful in
implementation of federalism due to the lack of control or influence in many parts of
the country. These governments were confined to the capital city or some parts of the
capital city before 2012. It was only recently since toppling of the president Barre
and the civil war followed it, that Somalia it finding its feet on the ground as a
government.
In the case of Somalia’s new federal system, the Somali people agreed upon
that it will be composed of: (a) The Somali Federal Government; (b) State
Governments [two or more regions may federate]; (c) Regional Administrations; and
(d) District Administrations. In this regard, each state will have its own Governor or
President, its own parliament and its own courts (first level, appeal, and supreme
courts). Besides, the constituent states will finance and separately manage their own
internal affairs (i.e., internal security, education, health, agriculture/animal
husbandry, water resources, etc.).

They will basically share with the federal

government foreign relations, defense arrangements, immigration and citizenship
issues, border control and likewise sovereignty issues.
The Somali people have been under centralized and heavily control
governments over two decades. Therefore, it was apparently understandable that
many people of Somalia’s population have demanded a looser decentralized system
of government some of these required created specific self-rule mechanism during
the years of the conflict. They maintained good level of stability and managed their
internal affairs. They delivered governmental services to their people throughout the
years of conflict. The examples of these self-established regional authorities are
Puntland and Gal-Mudug.
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Unlike the breakaway region of Somaliland, they have demonstrated high level
of responsibility towards the nation and proved to be loyal citizens at the same time
some of these regions enjoyed effective governmental structures when the central
government was chaotic or in a nonexistent situation. Therefore, many supporters of
federalism argue that it will be easier to incorporate these established regional
structures into the political system of the nation rather than struggle to reinstate all
authorities to a central government. Thus accommodating these already existing
regions as federal states instead of alienating them
There are ongoing debates among the Somali people about federalism in
Somalia whereby some argue that it is more of a democratic unitary system since it is
a form of decentralization that dilutes power, resources and decision making. All
these qualities are delegated the lower administration levels of a (region) or districts.
They give examples as the semi-autonomous region of Puntland and Gal-Mudug
which enjoyed relative stability while many provinces of the country were in turmoil.
The anti-federalism supporters agree with this but hint that these are only one face of
the federalism coin. These seemingly calm regions are in constant conflicts, because
of adopting clan federalism and it’s clear that for a while Somalia will witness some
bitter divisions among its population.
Many Somali scholars and non-Somali observers cast some doubt on
appropriates of federalism for Somalia. Implementing federalism in Somalia is a
highly tension laden phenomena and many people including the political elites need
to come in terms with realities that surfaced on the political map after the civil war.
Whether federalist or unionist everyone should recognize that Somali people are
yearning for stability and genuine reconciliation. Such a step will surely prepare the
nation for a real peace building process that would heal the past wounds.
However, while the execution of Somalia's federalization process is
progressively picking up, it appears that most of the Somali individuals in the Somali
population are at a total loss about the kind of federalism that suits their nation. The
key balance for the Somali federalism is to separate the powers of the administration
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between the center and the regions on one side and to protect the sovereignty, control
and regional integrity of the nation on the other hand.
In different terms, the level of the power-sharing ought not to imperil the
power of the central government and in the meantime, keep together Somalia as one
country. Even though the federal government of Somalia is attempting its best to
completely engage in its federalization obligation, the foggy idea of federalism is not
clear to numerous Somalis. This is why it has both supporters and opponents in our
population. As Mr. Ali Ismail Abdiger, the head of the Constitutional Review
Committee admits:
"We had the possibility to listen both the opponents and advocates of
federalism and highlight the most important issues of contention to
reach a middle ground for the interest of Somalia and its people."202
The supporters of federalism in Somalia hold on to the idea that the local states
will have the capacity to deliver better services for the community at large. Better
policing framework and less crime rates are additionally conceivable considering
access to the individual database through tribe related data gathering. Improvements
of local businesses and community’s overall well-being have likewise been
underlined. The state-building process is expected to restore Somali government’s
dignity by consolidating the political, military, and financial powers possessed by
different factions. The Somali Constitution prescribes that the sovereignty and
territories of Somali are indivisible.
The Constitution overrules the claim of authority by a man or a public figure
for self-interests. National power should be practiced per the rule of law and through
principles, as this is the way for human advancement. Numerous famous previous
Somali political pioneers, religious pioneers, customary leaders and scholars have
clarified the threat posed by tribe federalism in Somalia as it promotes divisions and
infringes on territorial sovereignty.
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Conversely, numerous scholars have cited the complications and conflicts
related to tribe based federalism. These issues incorporate; the difficulty of making
tribe and supervisory boundaries compatible, frictions amongst majority and
minority clans in districts, intensification of the plight of minorities and cementing of
clan cleavages on political, institutional and regional basis, and reproducible
changeless clan identity for proceeding with the partition of society, exacting of
retribution for a kinfolk by others, inconceivability to create countrywide civic
citizenship, tribe mobilization for withdrawal from the central government since
every clan assembles personality and attachment, administration, government,
parliament, military and external help.
The notion of federalism was introduced to Somalia in the wake of state
collapse in 1991 and the brutal civil wars that followed. This was in turn the
consequences of an abortive malpractice of over 31 years of unitary system.
Moreover, Somalia has deserved to be labeled as a failed state area due to decades of
civil war, religious extremism, savageness of war, natural and man-made disaster,
toxic dumping Area and all evil types of internal destruction. Similarly, the peace
building process in Somalia was hampered by competing projects owned and
defended by many actors of internal and external levels.
On the other hand, the political divisions and miss understanding among the
international community members further complicated the Somali peace project. The
solutions proposed by most of the international community members are usually
driven by neo-colonist and realist approaches that better serve their interests. Many
Somali intellectuals and outside observers hold strongly that the remedy for the
chronic insecurity of Somalia lies in local driven approaches with the help of neutral
international community members could be more compelling instrument than the
outside interventions that are based on neo-colonialist and realist ideas. Therefore,
the scenario of contending over natural assets is an indication that it has no any
legitimate lawful records yet it is all giving an indication that it can add to the
paradigms of conflict in Somalia.
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As the former Prime Minister Mohamed Abdi Yusuf argues, the foreign
policies of the so called neighboring frontline countries (Ethiopia and Kenya) have
been designed to keep Somalia weak and divided. Their practices of military
incursions and creation of buffer zones within Somalian territory have demonstrated
that a ruined Somalia is better for their interests than a strong and united one. Their
sole interest also revolves around averting the creation of a greater Somalia, which
will imply return of lost territories during the colonial period. Some of these regions
are today parts of Ethiopia and Kenya. These governments had a big role in
persuading many Somali regions to adopt a federal system. Therefore, until today
they have direct contacts with some of these federal states that serve their own
interests.
Furthermore all these clan based states are composed of Somalia provinces that
border Ethiopia and at the same time they have access to the red sea or the Indian
Ocean. Their most of them are governed by leaders who have been allied with
Ethiopia for a long period. Ethiopia was also directly involving in the establishment
of some these regional states. The federal government is the weakest link on this
setting since it is relation with most of this states is shaky and imperfect.
Somalia is gradually rising out of two decades of extended intra state wars yet
carries various scars from state failure. Outside influence, especially the Cold War
contention over Somalia's key position on the Horn of Africa, and internal elements
that prompted the crumple of the military Dictatorship of Siad Barre in 1991. In any
case, one issue that Somalia faces is the lack of assistance from a large portion of the
Somalis as this is evident from the non-ending antagonism from the Somaliland and
Puntland governments. Likewise, this antagonism between the federal authorities and
the regional states is mainly driven by clan affiliations. By what means can a
destroyed country, like Somalia, which has been encountering seemingly endless
wars for more than two decades, and whose legislative and executive institutions
have all been destroyed bear to run such a bloated and epic administrative structure?
It baffles me even to consider its plausibility!
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If Ethiopia and Nigeria which are impressively more prominent, more
unfaltering and considerably wealthier than Somalia can't totally execute a federal
system, what about Somalia?
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